
Re: Ellsworth Bas : Visit Report Page 1 of 2 

Beauchamp, I rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Philip C ~yle [martha.krebs@worldnet.att.net] 

Sent: Monda) July 25, 2005 1 :57 PM 

To: Beauch mp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC; 'jbiIbray@kkbr.com,; 'skinners@gtlaw.com' 

Subject: Re: Ells vorth Base Visit Report 

Dear Art: Sorry t have been delayed in responding. With all our travels I don't get back to my 
computer as often 3s I'd like. 

Your report on El ;worth is excellent. I only have a few nits: 

On page 5, in bull :ts 1,6 and 8 you use "we". Suggest you change "we" to "the BRAC Commission". 

On page 7 there's typo. "He told voters throughout his 2004 campaign that his ties (not tires) to 
President Bush.. . . 

On page 8, I'd sug ;est deleting the phrase, "like the UAV", from the last bullet so as to have the 
sentence end, "...c :termine feasibility of adding future missions." (Note missions, plural). The BRAC 
Commission shou d avoid playing into the South Dakota/North Dakota conflict over where UAVs might 
be stationed in tht future. 

I'd suggest adding to the Concerns Raised and the Requests For Staffsections, something about the cost 
savings not being ealistic since they count savings from personnel at the losing base but do not count 
the costs at the re( :iving base to perform the same mission. According to the GAO, 77.73% of the 20- 
year NPV savings projected by the DOD for closing Ellsworth are due to counting such personnel costs 
savings but not cc lnting obvious new personnel costs. 

In addition, the Dl ID has not adequately counted the costs to relocate and train new personnel at the 
receiving base. 

Many thanks and est regards, 

Phil 

Philip E. Coyle, I1 
2 1 3 9 Kew Drive 
Los Angeles, CA $0046 
Tel 323-656- ,750 
Fax 323-656- 1240 
E-mail Philip Cc rle <rnartha.krebs@att.net.> 

From: "Be;  champ, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC" ~Arthur.Beauchamp@wso.whs.mil> 
Date: Mon. 18 Jul2005 15:50:09 -0000 
To: "'jbilbr; y@kkbr.com'" <jbilbray@ckbr.com>, 
"'skinners@ ~law.com"'<skinners@gtlaw.com>, "'martha.krebs@att.netW 
<martha.krc ~s@att.net> 
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Re: Ellsworth Bas : Visit Report Page 2 of 2 

. 
# 

Subject: El sworth Base Visit Report 

Sirs, 

Not sure if yc ~ ' v e  seen the Base Visit Report for Ellsworth. If not, here's the file for your review. A 
number of is ues with the Air Force decision to closure Ellsworth. We are slugging our way through 
them. We art particularly concern about relative military value ranking of Ellsworth for both current 
and future m ;sions. 

A summary ( 'the issues are located on pages 5 - 8. If you would like any changes make or follow- 
up action no: listed please let me know. Thanks. 

vlr 
Art Beaucha ip 
R&A, Air For e Team 
Lead Analys Ellsworth 
(703) 699-2s 14 

<<Ellsworth ase Visit Report(vl).doc>> 
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ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE, SD AND DYESS AIR FORCE BASE, TX 
Air Force - 43 

ELLWORTH AIR FORCE BASE, SD 

LL03B 

I I I / Net Mission I Total I 

DYESS AIR FORCE BASE, TX 

Out 
Mil I Civ 

REALIGN 

In 
Mil 1 Civ 

Recommendation: Close Ellsworth Air Force Base, SD. The 24 B-1 aircraft assigned to the 28th Bomb Wing will be distributed to the 7th Bomb 
Wing, Dyess Air Force Base, TX. 

Recommendation: Realign Dyess Air Force Base, TX. The C-130 aircraft assigned to the 3 17th Airlift Group will be distributed to the active duty 
3 14th Airlift Wing (22 aircraft) and Air National Guard 1 89th Airlift Wing (two aircraft), Little Rock Air Force Base, AR; the 176th Wing (ANG), 
Elmendorf Air Force Base, AK (four aircraft); and the 302d Airlift Wing (AFR), Peterson Air Force Base, CO (four aircraft). Peterson Air Force 
Base will have an active duty/Air Force Reserve association in the C-1.30 mission. Elmendorf Air Force Base will have an active duty1Air National 
Guard association in the C-130 mission. 

Net Gain/(Loss) 
Mil I Civ 

Net Mission 
Contractor 

0 

Contractor 

Total 
Direct 

374 

Out Net Oain/(Loss) 

Direct 

Mil 
(1,615) 

In 
Mil 
310 

Civ 
(65) 

Mil 
1,925 

Civ 
64 

Civ 
129 
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I gTERNAL BRAC USE ONLY. NOT RELEASABLE. 

TALKING PAPER 

ON 

ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE (AFB) 

BACKGROU m: 

As part of j s BRAC recommendations, DOD recommended closure of Ellsworth AFB SD. 

Under this ecommendation, all B- 1 bombers assigned to Ellsworth will transfer to Dyess 
AFB, TX a td Dyess would become the only B-1 Bomber is the Air Force. 

The South Iakota Congressional delegation, led by Senator Thune is waging a strong 
campaign I ) keep Ellsworth open. 

Ellsworth i the second largest employee in South Dakota, with a $278M yearly economic 
impact to t e state. 

Ellsworth j an outstanding installation. The commissioners and BRAC staff visited the 
installatior on 21 Jun and were impressed by the quality of facilities. This assessment is also 
supported y the number of Air Force (AF) facility awards won by Ellsworth. 

There are i number of issues that we've identified and continue to dig into regarding the 
recommen ation to close Ellsworth. Our assessment is on-going, but the list below 
highlights ome of our initial findings. 

DISCUSSIOP : 

A compart ive military value ranking among the three AF bases (Minot, Grand Folks, 
Ellsworth) n the North Central United States where the AF has stated they must maintain a 
strategic p :sence, ranked Ellsworth #1 in 6 of the 8 functional categories. 

This asses ment is also supported by the AF's own assessment of 154 bases which ranked 
Ellsworth igh in supporting a diverse number of missions (bombers, UAVs, tankers). 

A compari on of Dyess and Ellsworth shows that Ellsworth beat out Dyess in 3 out of the 4 
military vi ue criteria, but lost to Dyess is the most heavily weighted criteria of proximity to 
air space ( e. Dyess has 2.3 times the volume of air space as Ellsworth). This was a decisive 
factor. Be ause of the air space scoring Dyess scored higher in the overall military value 
criteria by 5.9 points and was selected over Ellsworth. 

The proxir lity to air space value however isn't as clear cut as indicated in the scoring. There 
is an on-gc ing litigation issue regarding Dyess' primary training range that wasn't factored 
into the sc ring. 

Art Beauchan B R A C  Air Force Tearn/28 Jul05J699-2934 
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NTERNAL BRAC USE ONLY. NOT RELEASABLE. 

The litigat ,n involves the Lancer training range (Trans-Pecos vs. USAF) and has resulted in 
restriction being placed on using the Lancer range (B-1s can't fly below 500 feet). 
Ellsworth urrently doesn't have this range restriction. 

Consolidat ng B 1 Bomber fleet at one location increases risk to fleet from singular attack; 
"putting al the eggs in one basket" argument. 

As the GA BRAC report points out, there are no significant manpower savings with AF 
BRAC rec~ rnmendation since the AF is not reducing end-strength. This is evident in the 
case of Ell worth since there is almost a one to one transfer of positions to Dyess. 

Recent inq iries into the logistics efficacy claimed by the AF as a result of consolidation 
indicate thc y may not be as significant (or as significant as claimed by the AF). According to 
the AF, the e is only a 1-2 percent increase in the mission capable rate of B-1s (short term) 
causes by t e consolidation and no long term improvements. 

Given Ellst .oh ' s  attributes (i.e. its airspace, ranges, readiness, etc.) make it a viable 
considerati n for future evolving missions (e.g. global strike, information operation, 
intelligenct 'surveillance and recon, missile defense, etc.). 

RECOMMEh IATIONS: None. Information provided as background. 

Art Beauchamp, 3RAC Air Force Teamt28 Jul051699-2934 
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John Michael Loh 
General USAF Retired 
125 Captaine Graves 

Williamsburg, Virginia 
June 15,2005 

To the Cha m a n  and Commissioners of the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure 
Commissio (BRAC), 

Whereas, I Iesire to submit a Statement and Videotape to the BRAC 
Commissio em meeting in public session at Rapid City, South Dakota on June 21, 
2005, and 

Whereas, d te to a medical condition preventing extensive travel, I am unable to 
appear in p rson at the public hearing in Rapid City, South Dakota on June 21, 
2005, and 

Whereas, I im providing this Statement voluntarily, at my own request, and 
without anj compensation whatsoever for this testimony, and 

Whereas, I im attaching as enclosures to this document the Statement and 
Videotape f rr presentation as testimony at the public hearing in Rapid City, South 
Dakota, the eefore, 

I do solemn y swear that the testimony I so provide is the truth, the whole truth, 
nothing but the truth, and is accurate to the best of my knowledge, so help me God. 

&*& John Michael Loh 

2 Enclosur s: 
1. S stement of John Michael Loh, GeneraI, USAF Retired, to the Base 

Realignmer - and Closure Commission (BRAC) for the Public Hearing of the 
Commissio~ in Rapid City, South Dakota on June 21,2005. 

2. V deotape containing the Statement in Attachment 1. 

Sworn at M :lliamsburg, Virginia on the isth day of June, 2005, by John Michael 
Loh, 125 C: ptaine Graves, Williamsburg, Virginia. 

In the presc ~ c e  of, and notarized by l * o n  the 15" day of 
June, 2005. 

MY commis ion expires h a d e a  !! -WW. 
/ 1 --#maw i 

t 
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Statement ol John Michael Loh, General, USAF Retired, to the Base Realignment and 
Closure Con mission (BRAC) for the public hearing of the Commission in Rapid City, 
South Dakot on June 2 1,2005. 

I thar c the Commission for this opportunity to present this statement to the 
BRAC Com lissioners in Rapid City, South Dakota, supporting Ellsworth Air Force 
Base. 

Pleas : allow me to introduce myself. 

I am ohn Michael Loh, a retired Air Force four-star general. I served as 
commander f Air Combat Command from its inception in June 1992 until my retirement 
from the Air Torce in July 1995. Prior to that, I was the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff 
during the f i  ;t Gulf War, and commander of Tactical Air Command fiom March 1991 
until June 15 p2. 

As cc wander of Air Combat Command I controlled all of the Air Force's 
bombers and bomber bases including Ellsworth Air Force Base. I was responsible for 
training, equ   ping, and maintaining combat readiness for our bomber aircraft and crews 
for combat o jerations worldwide. This included all of the B-1 bombers and B-1 bases. 

I spei k today to urge the Commissioners to retain Ellsworth Air Force Base as a 
B-1 operatio al base vital to our nation's security and defense preparedness. 

(By t e way, and just for the record, I submit this statement voluntarily, at my 
own request, md I am not being compensated in any way for this testimony.) 

I beli ve the Pentagon deviated significantly from six of the eight BRAC criteria 
in its recomr endation to close Ellsworth and move all of its B-1 bombers to another B-1 
base. I will ( rplain why in a minute. 

First, we must understand how valuable our fleet of 67 B-1 s is to our current 
warfighting I zeds. The B-1 bomber is the backbone of the bomber force. In both 
Afghanistan nd Iraq, the B-1s delivered more weapons, and struck more targets, than 
any other bo iber or fighter, by far. 

In Af :hanistan, the B-1 accounted for 40%' by weight, of the weapons delivered. 
In Iraq, 34% No other weapon system came close. 

So, P mtever decisio~ls you make regarding B-1 s, please do so carefully because 
you are dealj ig with the Air Force's number one offensive weapon system in terms of its 
impact on th global war on terror. 

Enclosure 1 
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Now when the Air Force created Air Combat Command in 1992 it had four large 
B-1 bases es :h with about 24 B-1s. These bases were Ellsworth AFB South Dakota, 
Grand Forks AFB North Dakota, McConnell AFB Kansas, and Dyess AFB Texas. 
Subsequent NACs and Air Force decisions reduced the number of B-1 s to its current 
number, 67, tnd the number of B-1 bases to two bases, Ellsworth and Dyess. 

I me1 tion this brief history because when the Air Force consolidated to two bases 
in 200 1, it v dated one of the guiding principles I consistently and scrupulously followed 
for long rarq : bomber operations; that is, do not operate more than 36 heavy, long range 
bombers fro] 1 a single base. 

This ~ng-standing principle has a sound basis. In the case of the B-1, putting 
more than 3t bombers at one base results in a very inefficient operation. 

Oper tional readiness suffers because too many crews must share too few training 
ranges and tt lining airspace. 

Logi: ~ics suffers because there is too little support infbstructure to handle greatly 
expanded mi intenance, supply and transportation needs, 

Qual y of life suffers because one base cannot provide adequately for all the 
medical, hou ;ing and other needs of our people. 

Now putting all 67 B-1 s at one base, the current plan under BRAC, almost 
doubles the I laximum size for a bomber base and will greatly aggravate these adverse 
operational, >gistical, and security problems. It's a recipe for unmanageable congestion 
and never-en ling chaos that spells inefficiency, waste and degraded operational readiness 
for the B- 1 s. 

More )very having the entire B-1 fleet at one base with only a single runway 
presents an u lacceptable security risk. This situation provides an inviting target to an 
enemy that c .uld render the entireB-1 fleet inoperable with a single weapon. 

In ad( ition, having two B-1 bases allows the Air Force the option of adding back 
more B-1s fr  m inactive status as it did just recently, and allows for the introduction of 
additional m ;sions at both bases, an important BRAC criterion not available if Ellsworth 
is closed. 

So, a: I read the eight BRAC criteria, I find that the Pentagon deviated 
significantly iom six of them in its recommendation on Ellsworth. 

Crite~ a one concerns the impact on operational readiness. Closing Ellsworth will 
decrease the sperational readiness of the B-1 fleet as I explained earlier. 

L Enclosure 1 
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Critt i a  two concerns facilities and airspace at receiving and existing bases. 
Closing Ell: vorth shuts down forever valuable training airspace in the northwest U.S. w and aggrava 2s the available training ranges and airspace at the receiving base. 

Critc ia three concerns the ability to accommodate future requirements. Closing 
Ellsworth w 11 deny the Pentagon a valuable base for future missions in an area that will 
offer ideal, 1 ?encroached land and airspace for generations to come. 

Crite ia four concerns cost and manpower. Closing Ellsworth will not reduce cost 
or manpowe . In the long run, trying to operate 67 B-1 s from a single base will cost more 
than operati] g two B-1 bases at peak efficiency for each. 

Crite ia six concerns the economic impact on the community. Closing Ellsworth 
will be deva tating to the regional economy. Others can speak to this impact better than I. 

Crite ia seven concerns the ability of the receiving infrastructure to support the 
mission. Clc sing Ellsworth will cause enormous, long-term infkistructure problems at 
the receiving base that will adversely impact operational readiness of the B- 1 fleet. 

So, b my opinion, the Pentagon, in its zeal to consolidate and reach some 
perceived qu )ta for base closures, picked the wrong base by putting Ellsworth on the list. 
There are m: iy other options that do not involve this questionable move of all B-1 s to a 
single operat ng location while closing the one base, Ellsworth, that is located in a region 
of the comb having the capacity for unencroached military operations as far as the eye 
can see. 

Mr. < wirman, I have served as the senior commander of bomber operations for 
our nation. I sincerely feel that tinkering with our most productive bomber fleet in this 
way is a rnisl uided and risky application of the BRAC process. 

I urgc you to retain Ellsworth Air Force Base as an urgently needed B-1 base, and 
remove it fro .I the closure list. 

Thanl you. 

fl&u* John Michae Eoh 

General, USr F Retired 
125 Captaine "mves 
Williarnsbuq Virginia 

June 21,200t 

Clp Enclosure 1 
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Statement o John Michael Loh, General, USAF Retired, to the Base Realignment and 
Closure COI mission (BRAC) for the public hearing of the Commission in Rapid City, 

w South Dakol L on June 21,2005. 

I thar, : the Commission for this opportunity to present this statement to the 
BRAC Comr issioners in Rapid City, South Dakota, supporting Ellsworth Air Force 
Base. 

Please dlow me to introduce myself. 

I am J( hn Michael Loh, a retired Air Force four-star general. I served as 
commander oj Air Combat Command fiom its inception in June 1992 until my retirement 
fiom the Air F rce in July 1995. Prior to that, I was the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff 
during the first Gulf War, and commander of Tactical Air Command from March 1991 
until June 199: 

As corn nander of Air Combat Command I controlled all of the Air Force's 
bombers and b( nber bases including Ellsworth Air Force Base. I was responsible for 
training, equipr ng, and maintaining combat readiness for our bomber aircraft and crews 
for combat  ope^ &ions worldwide. This included all of the B-1 bombers and B-1 bases. 

I speak t day to urge the Commissioners to retain Ellsworth Air Force Base as a 
B-1 operational lase vital to our nation's security and defense preparedness. 

(By the v %y, and just for the record, I submit this statement voluntarily, at my 
own request, and I am not being compensated in any way for this testimony.) 

I believe 1 ie Pentagon deviated significantly £tom six of the eight BRAC criteria 
in its recommend tion to close Ellsworth and move all of its B-1 bombers to another B-1 
base. I will expla n why in a minute. 

First, we c ust understand how valuable our fleet of 67 B-1s is to our current 
warfighting needs The B-1 bomber is the backbone of the bomber force. In both 
Afghanistan and L q, the B-1 s delivered more weapons, and struck more targets, than 
any other bomber r fighter, by far. 

In Afghani: -an, the B- 1 accounted for 40%, by weight, of the weapons delivered. 
In Iraq, 34%. No c her weapon system came close. 

So, whatevt . decisions you make regarding B-1 s, please do so carefully because 
you are dealing wit the Air Force's number one offensive weapon system in terms of its 
impact on the globa war on terror. 

Enclosure I 
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No! , when the Air Force created Air Combat Command in 1992 it had four large 
B-1 bases e ch with about 24 B-1s. These bases were Ellsworth AFB South Dakota, 
Grand Fork AFB North Dakota, McConnell AFB Kansas, and Dyess AFB Texas. 
Subsequent 3RACs and Air Force decisions reduced the number of B- 1s to its current 
number, 67, md the number of B-1 bases to two bases, Ellsworth and Dyess. 

I me1 tion this brief history because when the Air Force consolidated to two bases 
in 2001, it vi )lated one of the guiding principles I consistently and scrupulously followed 
for long rang : bomber operations; that is, do not operate more than 36 heavy, long range 
bombers hr . a single base. 

This I mng-standing principle has a sound basis. In the case of the B-1, putting 
more than 36 >ambers at one base results in a very inefficient operation. 

Opera onal readiness suffers because too many crews must share too few training 
ranges and tra ning airspace. 

Logist :s suffers because there is too little support infrastructure to handle greatly 
expanded mai tenance, supply and transportation needs, 

Qualitj of life suffers because one base cannot provide adequately for all the 
medical, housi g and other needs of our people. 

Now, p~ tting all 67 B-1s at one base, the current plan under BRAC, almost 
doubles the ma imum size for a bomber base and will greatly aggravate these adverse 
operational, log $tical, and security problems. It's a recipe for unmanageable congestion 
and never-endir : chaos that spells inefficiency, waste and degraded operational readiness 
for the B-1 s. 

Moreove , having the entire B-1 fleet at one base with only a single runway 
presents an unac eptable security risk. This situation provides an inviting target to an 
enemy that coulc render the entireB-1 fleet inoperable with a single weapon. 

In additia 1, having two B-1 bases allows the Air Force the option of adding back 
more B-1 s from i lactive status as it did just recently, and allows for the introduction of 
additional missio s at both bases, an important BRAC criterion not available if Ellsworth 
is closed. 

So, as I re, 3 the eight BRAC criteria, I find that the Pentagon deviated 
significantly from six of them in its recommendation on Ellsworth. 

Criteria on concerns the impact on operational readiness. Closing Ellsworth will 
decrease the opera lonal readiness of the B-1 fleet as I explained earlier. 

Enclosure 1 
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Critc ria two concerns facilities and airspace at receiving and existing bases. 
Closing Ell: worth shuts down forever valuable training airspace in the northwest U.S. 
and aggrava 3s the available training ranges and airspace at the receiving base. 

Crite ia three concerns the ability to accommodate future requirements. Closing 
Ellsworth WI 1 deny the Pentagon a valuable base for future missions in an area that will 
offer ideal, u lencroached land and airspace for generations to come. 

Criter a four concerns cost and manpower. Closing Ellsworth will not reduce cost 
or manpower In the long run, trying to operate 67 B-1 s from a single base will cost more 
than operatin: two B-1 bases at peak efficiency for each. 

Criteri i six concerns the economic impact on the community. Closing Ellsworth 
will be devast ting to the regional economy. Others can speak to this impact better than I. 

Criteri, seven concerns the ability of the receiving infi-astructure to support the 
mission. Clos ~g Ellsworth will cause enormous, long-term infrastructure problems at 
the receiving t s e  that will adversely impact operational readiness of the B-1 fleet. 

So, in r y opinion, the Pentagon, in its zeal to consolidate and reach some 
perceived quot for base closures, picked the wrong base by putting Ellsworth on the list. 
There are manj other options that do not involve this questionable move of all B-1s to a 
single operatin2 location while closing the one base, Ellsworth, that is located in a region 
of the country L wing the capacity for unencroached military operations as far as the eye 
can see. 

Mr. Cha man, I have served as the senior commander of bomber operations for 
our nation. I sin ,erely feel that tinkering with our most productive bomber fleet in this 
way is a misguic :d and risky application of the BRAC process. 

I urge yo' to retain Ellsworth Air Force Base as an urgently needed B-1 base, and 
remove it from tl : closure list. 

Thank yo; . 

General, USAF Rt tired 
125 Captaine Grm :s 
Williamsburg, Vir inia 

June 21,2005 

Enclosure 1 
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Military \ alue: 

Rec lmmendation substantially deviates from criteria # 1 by 
faili ig to accurately measure impact of consolidation of B-1 
airc ,aft a t  a single base. 

DoD failed to assess negative impact on warfighting, 
training and overall readiness of the B-1 fleet operating 
from a consolidated base. 

DoD failed to assess potential for congestion and diminished 
efficiency of consolidated operational infrastructure and its 
impact on readiness; training timetspace; use of airspace; 
air traffic control; use of runway; range availability and 
maintenance support. 

DoD failed to compare readiness ratings of Ellsworth & 
Dyess B-1 squadrons and aircrews and assess probable 
readiness ratings when operating in a consolidated mode. 

DoD failed to assess whether the operational squadrons and 
aircrews would experience a proportional reduction of 
training1 range time; flight time; and simulator time. 

DoD failed to assess increased threat to high-value B-1 fleet 
from consolidation a t  a single base. DoD failed to include 
DTRA evaluations in their assessments/modeling. DoD 
failed to consider not only conventional threats against the 

- aircraft but threats of terrorist attacks using CBW weapons 

- against Bircrew anbfami4Lhausine. Do- 
risk to consolidated operations from simple viral epidemics. 
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July 25,2005 

The Honorable Anthor J J. Principi 
Chairman 
Dcf'ense Base Closure trd Realignment Commission 
2521 S. C l ~ k  St., Ste. 40 
Arlington, VA 22202 

At the Commission's t baring on Monday, July 18, you urged the Air Force, the 
governors, and their A' jurants General to "work to n solution that best serves the interests 
of our national securit! and our country," We are prepared and eager to do just that. 

This response is u collt :live action of the Adjutants General Association of the United 
States (AGAUS), follo ding a special tneeting of the bady in Washington, DC an Friday, 
July 22,3005, We are nindful that 83 percent of the Air Force recommendations pertain 
to the Air Narional Gu 1.d and that the majo~ity of these recommendations are outside the 
harter of the BRAC A .t dealing with closure or realignment of installations. A 
=alignment" under tl. Base Closure Act pertains to installations, not to units, unit 

cquipment, people or g )sirions. As the BRAC Commission's Deputy General Counsel 
has opined, "The p u p  ;c of the Act is to close or realign excess real estate and 
in~pravemcnts that crc, e an unnecessary drain on the resources of the Depaflrnent of 
Defense. The Base C11 sure Act is not a vehicle to effect changes in how u unit i s  
cquipped or organized 

The Adjutants General )elleve the proposed recommended actions ase beyond the scope 
of the Base Closure Ac and i t  would thel-efore be improper for the BRAC Cammissian to 
include these actions il its recommendations to the President and to the Congress. There 
an: well established pr, cesses for dealing with these operational decisions--processes that 
have stood the test of I ne and have been followed for clecadcs to the mutual advantage 
of the federal governm nt und those of the states and territories. 

We have a way head Ir the Future Total Air Farce and we are eager to engage with the 
Air Force outside of th BRAC process and its time constraints. Without going into 
detail, it provides (1) f l  r an Air National Guad flying unit in every state, (2) unit 
equipped ANG air refi .ling and tactical airlift missions directly accessible to governors 
strirregicnlly dispersed $n a regional basis for responding to domestic emergencies 
including homeland dc ense and homeland security exigencies, (3) sufficient and 

Aoju'i- ws GENERAL &SCICIA'I'~~?~N 01: THE UNWED ~ ~ A T F S  
1 Macsachusarr Avenue, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20Mfl 
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BRAC Commission 

Xniteb .$fates Senate 
OFFICE OF THE MAJORITY LEADER 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20510 

JUL 2 5 2005 
Received 

Admiral Harc d W. Gehman, Jr., (USN, Ret) 
2005 Base C1 ,sure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South C ark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, Vr 22202 

Dear Admira' Gehman: 

As the Base 1 :alignment and Closure (BRAC) commission continues its important work, I want 
to draw your ttention to a matter that requires close scrutiny-the recommendation by the 
Defense Depi -tment to close Ellsworth AFB in South Dakota. 

I have visited Ellsworth AFB and have always been impressed by its facilities, its personnel, and 
the support it ,eceives from the local community. Ellsworth AFB has unfettered airspace, 
exceptional f; 3ilities and infrastructure, and does not suffer from the problems of 
that other bas s now experience. In my view, Ellsworth AFB has excellent potential to serve 
a multi-missil n platform, or as a hub for future research, development, testing and 
experimentat )n. 

The base and ts units have a long, proud history of defending the Nation and advancing our 
national secw ty. From the dark days of the Cold War to the Global War on Terrorism, the 
military persc me1 stationed at Ellsworth AFB have served our country well, and have always 
received the 1 111 and unrelenting support of the local community, Finally, I have concerns about 
the wisdom o consolidating all of the nation's B-1 bombers at one base. 

I urge you to ive full consideration to Ellsworth AFB, including its unique characteristics and 
unlimited pot ntial, before the BRAC Commission prepares its final recommendations. I think 
you will fmd, is I have, that Ellsworth AFB has a critical role to play in the 21st Century in our 
Nation's defe se. 

Sincerely, 

William H. Frist M.D 
Majority Leader 
United States Senate 
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Beauchamp, C rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
--------* -- - .- *"- -- --- --- " -- -- - 

From: Aarnio, ames, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Sent: Tuesda! August 02,2005 7:13 AM 

To: Beauchi np, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: RE: Dye ,s Site Visit Report # 5442 

First, Dyess itself isr t counting the routes. DoD does the metrics, not any of the Commands. The criteria is one 
entry point and one xit point per route within a certain mileage depending on the platform - period. No reverses 
in the process. The ange data and scoring comes from the Airforce Airspace and Range Office in 
Rosslyn. Everyone c as scored by the same criteria. FAA can only provide information on Special Use Airspace 
(MOA's, IR's, etc.) tt ~t is allocated to Dyess as the Using Agency (remember, FAA is Controlling Agency -the 
provider). DoD has iformation on how many "other" areas Dyess would have joint access to where other Units 
or Commands are tt ? Using Agency. The Dyess Range Officer who handles "scheduling" could most likely 
provice that informat In. FAA does not care "who" is using the MOA's, as long as there is a Using Agency 
designated for that (. irspace) and they are being used for what they were wet up to be used for. 

I CAN attest to the f: :t that Dyess has MORE diversity in range and trainig capabilities for joint training exercises 
than Ellsworth. Far I lore. 

Let me know about t e meeting when you have more information ... I'll try to be there. 

Jim 

From: Beauchamp, I rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Monday, Augli t 01, 2005 3:45 PM 
To: Aarnio, James, C V, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: FW: Dyess Site Visit Report # 5442 

Can you attend? It \n il be in the morning -- 2 Aug @ BRAC office. Time TBD. Tks. Art 

--- .--- -- ---- - - - ---- -- - ----*--"""- -,"".-----". -- --- -- a -- --- -=new- -- - * -- - - 

From: Taylor, Bob (l iune) [mailto:Bob-Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, Augu t 01,2005 3:40 PM 
To: Beauchamp, Artt lr, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: RE: Dyess : ~te Visit Report # 5442 

Thank you Art. I appl xiate it. Art, if have not already, you want to look into how Dyess is counting the number 
of IRsNRs. Is Dyess :ounting the ability to fly through a MTR in one direction as one route, and then flying 
through it in the rever e direction as two separate routes? In other words, double counting the same route. 

I am trying to arrange 3 brief staff level meeting with you, Ken Small and Frank Cirillo sometime this week to 
provide you some infc re the range issue and NEPA litigation. 

Bob 

-- em-" -" - - " *--wv-----*------ -"" ----" ""w-e---- - - - - * *  ** ---" - "- -" - -- - 

From: Beauchamp, A thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Arthur.Beauchamp@wso.whs.mil] 
Sent: Monday, Augu: 01,2005 3:25 PM 
To: Taylor, Bob (Thul 2) 
Subject: RE: Dyess c' te Visit Report # 5442 
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Bob, don't have thc locations, but here's the names. The FAA can provide your office with the locations. All, 
but 7 are within the 00 NM crteria. r/Art 

Ranges: 

Snyder 
Ft Hood 
Falcon 
Melrose 
PecosIPyote 
Catulla 
Centenial 
Red Rio 
Oscura 
Case 
Smokey Hill 
UTTR 

MOAs 
Brownwood 
Lancer 
Westover 
Brady 
Texon 
Sheppard 1 
Laughlin 1 
Sheppard 2 
Bronco 

~andolph 2A 
Pyote 
Randolph 1 
Vance 
Laughlin 3 
Crystal 
Talon 
Pecos/Taiban 
Kingsville 4 
Kingsville 3 
Valentine 
Kingsville 5 
Mt Dora 
Kingsville 1 
Kingsville 2 
Warrior 
Bison 

There are also 20 IR r utes and 22 VR routes 

From: Taylor, Bob (TI ~ n e )  [mailto:Bob-Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 
Sent: Monday, Augus 01,2005 10:14 AM 
To: Beauchamp, Arthi ., CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Dyess Site L ;it Report # 5442 
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Art, is there a speci c list anywhere I can get with the names and locations of the 42 ranges available to Dyess 
mentioned in your, Ine site visit report? Thxs. 
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Beruchamp, Arthu , CIV, WSO-BRAC 

To: Taylor, Bob (Thune); Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
RE: Air Force ROD 

Bob, 

Regarding the sq f ...y our right. The actual number according to Ellsworth is 804,000 sq 
ft shortage. That s the shortage we asked the AF to provide feedback on. We went back 
with a clearficatim on this (it should be posted). Not sure why the figure is higher, 
but will look into 

Art 

- - - - -  Original Mess ge----- 
From: Taylor, Bob Thune) [mailto:Bob - Taylor@thune.senate.govl 
Sent: Tuesday, Jul 26, 2005 4:58 PM 
To: Beauchamp, Art.ur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Cc: Small, Kenneth CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: RE: Air F trce ROD 

)/ou are welcome. f you seeking any other basic data on any issue (doesn't have to be 
drelated to Ellswor h), and you are not gettinq - rapid response from DoD, let me know. We 
will be happy to t y and ge_t it through F a r m e d  services committee. 9 tend to 
respond pretty qui k to SASC member reques- - - 
Also Art, I notice on the attached clearinghouse request where you asked about the square 
footage discrepanc noted at Ellsworth. However, 
I believe the numb r you used is incorrect - missins a "0." I believe - 
' f  is an 800,000 s uare ft discrepancy, not 80,000. We thought it did not look right, so 

confirmed it ag in today with the base engineer. 

Additionally, the igure of $69 million milcon needed to house all B-1s at Ellsworth is a 
higher figure than the base engineer provided you earlier, only$49.5M. (Though$69M 

_IR r+ 7 7 l. ;. k,w erence from 
the $124 M needed t Dyess) . I was curious as to how and why this 
flgure changed. . 
-- - - -  Original Mess ge----- 
From: Beauchamp, A thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
[mailto:Arthur.Bea champ@wso.whs.mil] 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2005 9:40 AM 
To: Taylor, Bob (T une) 
Subject: RE: Air F rce ROD 

Bob, thanks for t e data. Art 

- - - - -  Original Mess ge----- 
From: Small, Kenne h, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2005 3:02 PM 
To: 'Taylor, Bob ( hune) 
Cc: Beauchamp, Art ur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: RE: Air F rce ROD 

Bob 

I appreciate the d ta. Art is out of pocket until tomorrow AM. I expect that he will 
-atch up over the eekend. I will leave it to Art to give you a read-on the level of 

ormation you ar sending along. 
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Frm: Taylor, Bob (Thune) [mailto:Bob~Taylor@thune.senate.govl 
Sent: Friday, Jull 22, 2005 11:32 AM 
To: Small, Kennetk CIV, WSO-BRAC 
rc: Beauchamp, Art iur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

ject: RE: Air F xce ROD 

Ken, 

You are very welco e. Please tell me if I[?m sending you stuff you donut 
need. Here are s )me recent AF data tables that may also be helpful. 

Also, did you rece ve the data you requested from Ellsworth AFB through the ACC & 
clearinghouse pert ining to ability to handle all B-1s and associated long-term milcon 
costs0i.e. saying Ellsworth can receive them now and needs only $49.5 million in long- 
term milcon to hou e 67 B-ls, as compared to 
$123 
mil1,ion needed at : yess? 

Bob 

om: Small, Kennel 1, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Kenneth.Small@wso.whs.mil] 
nt: Friday, July 22, 2005 9:37 AM 
: Taylor, Bob (TI me); Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Cc: Beauchamp, Art2 lr, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject : RE : Air Fc rce ROD 

Bob 

Thanks. We may nee 1 this before we are through. Having the AFH in hand saves us the time 
to perform the sear:h to find the reference. 

Again, the data and continued flow of information is appreciated. 

Ken Small 

Air Force Team Lead r 

BRAC Commission R&A 

From: Taylor, Bob ( '  hune) [mailto:Bob~Taylor@thune.senate.govl 
Sent: Friday, July : 2 ,  2005 9:31 AM 
To: Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

2 
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Cc: Beauchamp, Artlur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: RE: Air F )rce ROD 

You probably alrealy have this, or a more recent version. It might be helpful to you. 

ir Force Handbook (AFH) 32-1084, Facility Requirements, provides facility space allowance 
guidance by categc -y code. ~hese- criteria- are -used in assigning occupancy of existing 
facilities and in mogramming new facilities. This handbook applies to all Air Force 
commanders and man tgers that plan, program, review, certify, and approve Air Force 
facilities. 

a. Ramp space requ.red per MDS (Mission Design Series or aircraft type) 

Chapter 2, Section D 

b. ~ogistics/~aint mance space (Supply warehousing, transportation facilities, hangars, 
maintenance shops, etc) allocations per MDS 

Chapters 3, 5 - 7, 9, 10, and 12 

- - -  Petroleum D i s ~  tnsing and Operating Facilities: Chapter 3 

- - -  Hangars: Chapt:rs 5 and 7; Training: Chapter 6 

- - -  Transportation and Maintenance Facilities: Chapter 7 

- - -  Explosives Fac lities: Chapter 9; Supply Warehousing: Chapter 10 

- - - Administrative Facilities: Chapter 12 

From: Small, Kenne h, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Kenneth.Smal10wso.whs8mil] 
Sent: Thursday, Ju y 21, 2005 5:56 PM 
To: Taylor, Bob (T iune) 
Cc: Beauchamp, Artlur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject : RE: Air F mce ROD 

Got it. Thanks fo. the research. We shall se where these go. 

Ken Small 

From: ~aylor, Bob Thune) [mailto:Bob~TaylorOthune.senate.govl 
Sent: Tuesday, Jul. 19, 2005 12:48 PM 
To: kenneth.smallC rso.whs.mi1; Arthur.BeauchampOwso.whs.mil 
Subject: Air Force ROD 

When w visited you last Tuesday and dropped off the packet pertaining to the 
RBTI litigation, I failed to include a copy of the Air Force Record of Decision, prepared 
with their initial EIS. It is an important document because it goes to the issue of what 
the AF envisioned s the RBTIfls ideal range capability and clearly states their concept 

3 
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and intended use c i  the Lancer MOA and IR-178, once the RBTI and EIS were approved; 

* 
p On page 1, it states without equivocation that the MTR (IR-178) 

uld permit fligk s lldown to 300 feet above ground level in some segments..r? 

It also s ates that the MOA (Lancer) would have a floor of 
3,000 
feet AGL . 

Of course, the fed sral court now imposes a 500 feet AGL floor in the MTR and 
a 12,000 feet MSL loor in the Lancer MOA. Also of interest, on page 
7 , 
note that in respo se to community concerns raised in the administrative approval process, 
the Air Force plac d self-imposed limitations on the number of sortie-operations thus, 
reducing the numbe from 2,600 per year down to 1,560 per year. (The sortie issue will 
obviously be a fer ile ground for additional litigation if the Dyess B-1 inventory and 
training requireme ts should double.) On the same page, the Air Force seems to indicate 
that 200 feet AGL as the proposed minimum altitude in the MTR IR-178, but they raised it 
to 300 in response to concerns raised by the public. 

Art, I saw your questions submitted to the Air Force posted on the BRAC 
website. I immedi.tely thought of several related issues not asked you may want to ask as 
a follow-up: 

What nl mber of training sorties does the AF estimate as a requirement for RBTI 
the entire B-1 leet is consolidated at Dyess? 

Assuming the conso: idation of all 67 B-1s at Dyess, and if the court should limit the 
number of sorties :low per year into the RBTI, e.g. even at its present level, where will 
the other Dyess B-: 3 go for alternative training? 
What additional co:ts will result from flying to these alternative training sites, per 
year? 

If the AF is permar mtly restricted to flying at 12,000 feet MSL in the Lancer MOA, how 
will this impact B- L training? 

In light of both M( DeCuirl-Is sworn affidavit (limitations do not Elfully meet realistic 
training requiremer IS[]) and LTC GarrettOs sworn affidavit (no substitute ranges Owithin a 
reasonable flying c istance of our bases in 
TexasrS) that were : ~bmitted to the court in January 2005 and given under penalty of 
perjury (and no dot >t fully staffed within ACC before being submitted), I look forward 
with great interest as to how the AF will answer your questions on the impact of the 
courtl-Is restrictior ;. 

Bob 
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R$: Air Force R01 Page 1 of 3  

Beauchamp, A thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC - _ ̂ _wpl" ---_""--q".-̂ __- --" -- f 

Ta tor, Bob (Thune) [Bob-Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 

Fri ay, July 22, 2005 9:31 AM 

To: Sn 41, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Cc: Be uchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: RE Air Force ROD 

Attachments: BP 3E Requirements.pdf 

You probably alreac have this, or a more recent version. It might be helpful to you. 

Air Force Handbo k (AFH) 32- 1084, Facility Requirements, provides facility space allowance guidance 
by category code. >hese criteria are used in assigning occupancy of existing facilities and in 
programming new facilities. This handbook applies to all Air Force commanders and managers that 
plan, program, re\ ew, certify, and approve Air Force facilities. 
a. Ramp space re pired per MDS (Mission Design Series or aircraft type) : Chapter 2, Section D 
b. Logistics/Main enance space (Supply warehousing, transportation facilities, hangars, 
maintenance sho s, etc) allocations per MDS 
Chapters 3 , 5  - 7, , 10, and 12 
--- Petroleum Disl snsing and Operating Facilities: Chapter 3 
--- Hangars: Chap 2rs 5 and 7; Training: Chapter 6 
--- Transportation md Maintenance Facilities: Chapter 7 

--- Zxplosives Facilities: Chapter 9; Supply Warehousing: Chapter 10 
--- idministrative Facilities: Chapter 12 

From: Small, Kenn th, CIV, WSO-BMC [mailto:Kenneth.SmalI@ws~~whs.mil] 
Sent: Thursday, Ju / 21, 2005 5:56 PM 
To: Taylor, Bob (TI me) 
Cc: Beauchamp, At hur, CIV, WSO-BMC 
Subject: RE: Air Fc :ce ROD 

Got it. Thanks forth research. We shall se where these go. 

Ken Small 

From: Taylor, Bob (' iune) [mailto:Bob Taylor@thune.senate.~ov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July ), 2005 12:48 PM 
To: kemeth.small@ so.whs.mi1; Arthur.Beaucharnp@wso.whs.mil 
Subject: Air Force R )D 
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f % 42: Air Force RC 2 Page 2 of 3 

When we visi ,d you last Tuesday and dropped off the packet pertaining to the RBTI litigation, I failed to include a 
copy of the Air Force tecord of Decision, prepared with their initial EIS. It is an important document because it goes to the 
issue of what the AF ' lvisioned as the RBTILls ideal range capability and clearly states their concept and intended use of the 

"ancer MOA and IR- 78, once the RBTI and EIS were approved; 

* On page 1, it sta :s without equivocation that the MTR (IR-178) would permit flights Cldown to 300 feet above ground 
level in some segmeni .. I11 

* It also states thz the MOA (Lancer) would have a floor of 3,000 feet AGL. 

Of course, the federal ourt now imposes a 500 feet AGL floor in the MTR and a 12,000 feet MSL floor in the Lancer 
MOA. Also of intere , on page 7, note that in response to community concerns raised in the administrative approval 
process, the Air Force !laced self-imposed limitations on the number of sortie-operations thus, reducing the number from 
2,600 per year down tc 1,560 per year. (The sortie issue will obviously be a fertile ground for additional litigation if the 
Dyess B-1 inventory a d training requirements should double.) On the same page, the Air Force seems to indicate that 200 
feet AGL was the pro1 ~sed minimum altitude in the MTR IR-178, but they raised it to 300 in response to concerns raised by 
the public. 

Art, I saw your juestions submitted to the Air Force posted on the BRAC website. I immediately thought of several 
related issues not askec you may want to ask as a follow-up: 

What number o training sorties does the AF estimate as a requirement for RBTI if the entire B- 1 fleet is consolidated 
at Dyess? 

Assuming the consoli& ion of all 67 B-1s at Dyess, and if the court should limit the number of sorties flown per year into the 
RBTI, e.g. even at its pl .sent level, where will the other Dyess B-1s go for alternative training? What additional costs will 
result from flying to the e alternative training sites, per year? 

If the AF is permanentl: restricted to flying at 12,000 feet MSL in the Lancer MOA, how will this impact B-1 training? 

In light of both MG De( lirl Is sworn affidavit (limitations do not Ufblly meet realistic training requirementsKi) and LTC 
Garrettlls sworn affida\ t (no substitute ranges tlwithin a reasonable flying distance of our bases in Texasl7) that were 
submitted to the court ir lanuary 2005 and given under penalty of perjury (and no doubt fully staffed within ACC before 
being submitted), I look orward with great interest as to how the AF will answer your questions on the impact of the courtfls 
restrictions. 

Bob 
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Beauchamp, A \rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
-""...+-- - - - --- .------.." I.. -IIII--""-+.".- " ----7 -*IX-XI""".- ----I -"̂ - 

From: MacGrc gor, Timothy, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Sent: Friday, uly 22, 2005 3:08 PM 

To: Small, k mneth, CIV, WSO-BRAG 

Cc: Beauch, mp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: RE: Gra d Forks 

Ken, 

B W -  vow contact ss his facts wrong. I did goJ say there was a significant conflict operating UAVs out of a 
bomber base. What said was that meshing all three missions, UAV, Bombers and Tankers at one base would 
be very difficult. (No just bombers and UAVs as stated by Mr. Allen.) 

In fact, my reference o the difficulty of meshing all three is in large part in consideration of the very scheduling 
efforts that would be geeded, as noted by Mr. Allen. 

Here's the text from t e hearing transcript: 

MR. PRINC :PI: I think from a strategic presence, you're absolutely 

correct. Howevf r, the Air Force has made clear, at least to me, that it 

would not be a1 apples to apples comparison because if Ellsworth were to 

remain open, if the commission decided to do that, the Air Force would not 

want to have bcllbers and a new generation of tankers and UAVs at Ellsworth. 

I mean, that wa : their response when I asked that very question that Admiral 

Gehman has just - -  yes, sir. 

(Cross tal. .) 

MR. MACGRB OR: It would likely be very difficult to mesh those three 

separate and di: tinct missions together on one airfield. 

Not that I choose to en( age in a pi**ing match with Mr. Allen, but I don't like being critiqued when the critiquer is 
factuallv incorrect. 

I'd be grateful if you'd cc -rect Mr. Allen as to what I actually said, and for what what I said actually meant. 

VIR 
Tim 

Tim MacGregor 
Senior Air Force Analy t 
Base Closure and Real jnment Commission 
2521 Clark Street, Suite 625- 14 

Arlington. VA 22202 

(703) 699-2921 
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From: Small, Kennc :h, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Thursday, Jul ,21,2005 6:05 PM 
To: MacGregor, Tim )thy, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: FW: Grant Forks 

Another view .... do i't engage unless the UAV v. bombers looks like an issue to you, then we need to 
work with Art as tl e issue is Ellsworth. 

Ken 

From: Johnallen@bc Isouth.net [mailto:johnallen50@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, July i9, 2005 5:54 PM 
To: Small, Kenneth, :IV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Grand Forl i 

Nice try, Ken. 

I suppose this meal ; you won't need further input from Minot, right? 

BTW - your staff6 had one wrong answer. After going through a practical operations concept with the 
ACC staff a couple )f weeks ago, they said there was no significant conflict operating UAVs out of a 
bomber base. It jus took a scheduling effort. (Fighters - different story.) 

John Allen 
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Beauchamp, Arthu , CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
':ent: Thursday, July 21, 2005 6:27 PM 

Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Combs, David, 
CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cruz, Tanya, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Flinn, Michael, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Hall, 
Craig, CIV, WSO-BRAC; MacGregor, Timothy, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: FW: Just in case 

Attachments: 1277-nov2.xls; 1277-6.pdf; 1277-5.pdf; 1277-4.pdf; 1277-3.pdf; 1277-2.pdf; 1277-1 .pdf 

1277-nov2.xls (22 1277-6. Jf (820 1277-5.pdf (729 1277-4.pdf (804 1277-3.pdf (142 1277-2.pdf (254 1277-l. pdf (218 
KB) K )  KB) KB) KB) KB) KB) 

This 
might be of intere :t to several of you. 

Ken 

From: Pease Fred S :S SAF/IEB 
Sent: Wednesday, J lly 20, 2005 7:20 AM 
To: Small, Kennetk CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: FW: Just .n case 

- - - - -  Original MesE ~ge----- 
From: Sample JameE Ctr AF/XOO-ARA 
nt: Tuesday, Jul 12, 2005 2:18 PM 
: Pease Fred SEE SAF/IEB 
: Holland Willia I Brig Gen AF/xOO; McCullough Carl SES AF/xOO-ARA; From James Lt Col 

AF/xOXJ; Brennan 'I .mothy Ctr SAF/IEBB 
Subject: RE: Just .n case 

Hello Sir, 

In short I believe he is wrong about the airspace calculations; he misinterpreted how we 
d i d  t h e  volume m e t - i c s .  A t  f i r s t  it was going t o  be t h a t  a  base got  c r e d i t  f o r  r jsect ions 
of a i r spaceu  i n  pr )ximity.  But we a l s o  saw t h e  problem with t h i s  and s p e c i f i c a l l y  W72. 
W72 was switched f -om one warning area to about 16 during the BRAC process. It was the 
same amount of a i r  ;pace s o  magical ly  i t  shouldnrlt be 1 6  t imes b e t t e r  because of name 
changes. So we tc ,k a different approach. We calculated the actual volume of the 
sections of MOAs, testricted, Warning Areas and ATCAAs within 150, 200, 250, and 300 NM of 
a base and used tk ~t number for the metric. 

The PDFs attached xovide pictures of the analytical process: 

#1 Shows the all t le airspace used for analysis 

Shows a graphic i1 summary volumes for each base 

#3  Using Moody AFE as an example, this shows the volumes of airspace used to calculate the 
150 and 200NM val~ 2s for the base 
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#4 is 3-0 view of :he area around Moody & all the airspace 

#5  Is the same as f3 for the 150NM distance but in 3-D 

is a 3-D view c t  the volumes of airspace used to calculate the 150NM distance for Moody 

I also attached tk 2 answers calculated for each base and put in widget. 

Let me know if yor need anything else. 

VR - Jim 

- - - - -  Original Mess ige- - - - - 
From: Pease Fred E 2s SAF/IEB 
Sent: Tue 7/12/20~ i 11:07 AM 
To: Sample James C ;r AF/XOO-ARA 
Cc: Holland Willie I Brig Gen AF/XOO; McCullough Carl SES AF/XOO-ARA; From James Lt Col 
AF/XOX J 
Subject: FW: Just .n case 

Jim, 
Thoughts Vis .t is for tomorrow 

rald F. (Fred) F ?ase Jr . 
puty Assistant S lcretary of the Air Force - - 

Basing and Inf rast -ucture- Analysis 
Rrn 5C 283 (703) 6 17-2524 
gerald.pease@penta ron.af.mil 

WORCESTER: We foun 1 that when we corrected these errors in the three data error blocks 
depicted here on tie slide, our recalculated score rises substantially from 42.83 to 
60.88. 

This correction ac lieves what should have been Otis' correct MCI rating. It was based on a 
precise recalculat on using the correct data applied to the Air Force's own formulas. 

The impact of this correction is huge. 

Using the initial naccurate score, we were dead on arrival when the Air Force developed 
its basing scenari 1s. Only those bases with the highest military value ratings were 
considered for key flying missions. Those with the lowest scores were closed. 

If our corrected s #ore had been used by the Air Force, Otis would have remained open. 

The three data err )r categories I just briefed can be further broken down into nine 
different attribut $s that contained substantial errors where data corrections or 
recalculations gai .ed additional points for Otis. 

In the next few sl des we're going to discuss these attributes in a little bit greater 

ree air space ca egories or attribute issues are problematic: proximity to air space 
supporting mission range complex supporting mission, and access to supersonic air space. 

The three air spac issues are summed up on this slide. 
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The three major ai: space ranges were not included by the DOD in the BRAC data collection 
process, resultins in a loss of credit for those air spaces. For the air space we did get 
credit for, that c .edit was incomplete or improper as identified in the briefing graphic 
block on the upper right-hand side, or for failure to consider several important air space 
tributes such as proximity or access to supersonic air spaces. 

hen you include t e missing air spaces, that which we didn't get credit for, Otis is 
number one in the ation for total volume of air space available. 

Under key mission .nfrastructure and large-scale deployment, initial credit was given for 
18 explosive-sited ?arking spots - -  that's very critical to our mission - -  and the ability 
to load armament or them, hangar spots for 12 F-15s and parking for three C- 178, far 
below our true cap; 2ity. 

WORCESTER: We shouli have been credited for the actual capacity which is much more than 50 
explosive-sited par zing spots, more than 30 hangar spots and more than six spots for 
C-17s. 

By the way, all of hese points would have brought us up to 100 percent credit in those 
categories. Otis ca support a11 of these forces simultaneously unlike many other 
installations, wher they would have to make the decision to harbor or bed-down all of 
those airlift aircr< ft or their fighter aircraft. 

At Otis, we can do . t  all simultaneously, concurrently, with no impact to any other 
operations. 

Our airfield capacit~ rivals or exceeds the capacity at many higher-rated Air Force 
installations. 

Using the formulas a ~d algorithms that the Air Force used, my team was able to input the 
correct data to arri re at the fighter MCI score that Otis Air National Guard Base should 
have received. 

ease note we rose n value by 42 percent and a ranking from 88 to a new position of 27 
erall. This rankink was based on certifiable Air Force data and results in a dramatic 

change in our overal ranking compared to other Air National Guard installations. 

We are confident wher our analysis is complete, we will be the highest ranked fighter base 
in the Air National ( lard. 

So far, we have showr you that correcting Otis' ranking using the Air Force's own 
methodology resulted .n a dramatic leap in Otis' ranking. What we will discuss now are 
flaws with Air Force1 I methodology; flaws which, if corrected, would have resulted in an 
even higher rating fo. Otis. 

For example, the Air orce methodology rated installations with access to a few large 
high-quality ranges 11 wer than those with access to many small ranges. Ranges that were 
too small to support ighter operations were included in the fighter MCI equally and 
skewed the overall mi. itary value. 

WORCESTER: In another ~xample, the Air Force methodology did not consider air space 
saturation and access1 2ility. These attributes are too important to ignore. 

Finally, the Air Force methodology purported to measure a base's proximity to air space, 
but a high percentage )f the score bore little relation to actual proximity. 

If the Air Force had g ~tten its methodology right, Otis would have rated higher still. 

Here is a detailed loo at how the flawed methodology affected the Air Force's evaluation 
of training ranges. 

blue depicts the h.gh usage air spaces that our unit uses at this time. If you just 
k at our two normal air spaces and then compare them to those further down the South 

coast that are in a cor 3ested area, you will notice that the mid-Atlantic bases identified 
in red with multiple r: lges get higher scores. 
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1 
Whiskey 72, an all hanumeric designator for air space, that space which is on the bottom of 
the slide broken I p into small pieces or segments, is again broken into 16 different 
individual air spi zes. 

Langley Air Force 3ase received credit for 16 separate ranges as did any other base that 
s within 150 mi1.s of those ranges. These are additive, which artificially boosts their 
ore. And, unfort mately, this is factored into 34 percent of the total MCI. 

Interestingly, our prime air space, that Whiskey 105 area at the 6:00 position in blue, 
only got one credi for one air space and yet it is broken into nine individual segments. 

Our unit only got redit for one and at least it should have gotten nine. 

Saturation concern:, meaning how many units using the same air space in a fixed amount of 
time, was not factc red into the equation. Issues such as range scheduling, deconfliction, 
necessity to seek zir .space extensions, et cetera, are all current day-to-day problems 
that were not addrc 3sed. 

These are not an i~:ue for Otis. 

We have access to s ~perb, large, high-volume air space around the clock. And yet we were 
scored lower than o her bases such as Langley, Atlantic City and others to the south that 
have to share and d conflict their ranges. 

We are the 95 perce.t user of our air space. Our air space can support advanced long- 
range, large force . raining scenarios that are critical to the fielding of fourth and 
fifth-generation f i ~  hter aircraft capabilities and is part of the BRAC philosophy 
established by the i ir Force for current and future mission assessments. 

WORCESTER: The last several slides consider the Air Force's failure to accurately measure 
important  attribute^ because of flawed methodology. 

To our surprise, one vital attribute of military value that the Air Force did not even 
tempt to capture w-s a base's value to homeland defense mission. 

is slide depicts t e actual fighter MCI criteria and corresponding weighting factors. 

As you can plainly ST e, homeland defense was not a consideration in rating a base's 
military value. The 1 nphasis on training ignored strategic military value and homeland 
defense . 
As you can see from t ~ i s  quote, the Air Force acknowledged the importance of this mission, 
yet failed to quantitrtively or qualitatively measure its importance as a current mission. 

In fact, the United S:ates Navy took this approach to homeland defense at Naval Air 
Station Point Mugu an 1 removed the base from BRAC consideration. 

The Air Force, howeve , chose not to follow this approach. 

Factors obviously cru~ ial to a fighter base's contribution to national security were left 
out. Factors such as t urrent air sovereignty alert mission as we do at Otis; our superb 
strategic location; 01 r surge capability and response to increased NORAD threat levels, 
such as what was accor ?lished on 9/11; our extensive base security and multilayered 
protection; and our £1 :ure and asymmetric threat assessments and response capabilities in 
the future are all att ributes that should have been considered. 

Otis would have stood )ut as the premier air defense location for the protection of the 
entire Northeastern Un ted States. 

Let's sum up our milit ry value component. 

"ding the corrected mi itary value score, Otis should be ranked 27 out of 154 bases. The 
orrect military val e prevented Otis from being considered by the base closure 
ecutive group for tht basing scenarios that followed. We were excluded from the game. 

If they had corrected t?e flawed methodology for evaluating air space and given proper 
consideration to currer : and future homeland defense missions, the Air Force would have 

4 
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.. 
improved its rank.ng process and Otis would have remained open. 
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RE: Ellsworth Sav 1gs1Cost Analysis -. Page 1 of 2 

Beauchamp, A thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
- -- " "--- .".,e*----------- 

From: Taylor, I? ~b (Thune) [Bob-Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 

Sent: Thursda! August 18, 2005 6:30 PM 

To: Beaucha ip, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: RE: Ellsv 3rth SavingsICost Analysis 

Here is how the $29( M crew training cost difference is calculated: 

$20,000 (per hr flyin: cost) x 0.7 hr difference in flying time = $14,000 additional cost per sortie x 1,000 sorties x 
20 years = $280 milli ,n in added cost to send 24 planes to Dyess. 

The 1,000 sorties inti Powder River is an approximation of the scheduled 2005 sorties of 979; we also had a 
reported figure of 68( for June 2004 - June 2005 (but that was during a deployment period when Ellsworth B-Is 
were deployed to Dif 10 Garcia, so the true number would have again been closer to 1,000) 

The 0.7 was given to IS by AF sources who extracted it from Aircraft Utilization or Average Sortie Duration (ASD) 
reports submitted by )oth Dyess & Ellsworth. 

It is not just derived f )m only the difference in respective flying time from Dyess to Lancer and from Ellsworth to 
Powder River, but alt includes additional flying time that Dyess aircrews must expend to meet their required 
training within the M( A or route - e.g. low level, which cannot be done in Lancer, but can in Powder River. It 
includes all extra timt reported by Dyess needed to perform the same crew training functions. 

But the mileage is wt 2t we talked about this morning, 69 mi to Lancer from Dyess; and 58 miles to Powder River 
from Ellsworth. 

The crew training mi: ;ion as I mentioned before and as explained to me by a B-I rated officer - in a B-1 unit now 
- are those skill quali cation training exerciseslmissions conducted to maintain their crew proficiency and it 
excludes live bombin missions, test flights, air shows and air support exercises for other services. 

On the Bombing sort1 : cost figure: 

Distances from Dyes to UTTR (Hill) is 768. Distance from Ellsworth to UTTR is 433. These numbers were 
provided by AF to us 

That formula is much ike the other: 

$20,000 (per hr flyins 3ost) x I . I  6 hr. difference in flying time = $23,200 additional cost per sortie x 359 sorties x 
20 years = $166 millic n (I think we actually miscalculated this one by using 1 . I  giving us only $158 million on the 
draft we sent you.) 

The 1.16 was rather : mple to find in this case, because it represents the straight-out flying time difference to the 
range based upon eiz h distance and normal flying speed (given to us by AF). 

Art, I encourage you ) call someone at Ellsworth to explain what causes the crew training time differences far 
better than I can. 

Bob 

From: Beauchamp, E thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC [mailto:Arthur.Beauchamp@wso.whs.mil] 
Sent: Thursday, Aug st 18,2005 4:41 PM 
To: Taylor, Bob (Thu e) 
Subject: RE: Ellswor i Savings/Cost Analysis 
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&IS: Ellsworth Sav 1gs1Cost Analysis . Page 2 of 2 

Bob, 

Why didn't the analysis assume no MILPER cost savings -- if you go with the assumption that DOD isn't reducing military 
personnel end-strength 

To confirm. This anal) is assumes no live weapon drops occur wlin 300 NW circle fiom Dyess? And therefore, Dyess 
crews have to obtain thc wpns drop training at UTTR? 

How was the 0.7 detern ned? I assume this is the difference between the Powder and Lancer MOA? Is so, what distance 
was used for Powder? 1 3r Lancer? (i.e. the ASD used for Dyess and Ellsworth). 

Define standard crew tr; ning mission? 

What were the miles fro I Dyess to UTTR used? What were the miles fiom Ellsworth to UTTR used? 

How was the $280M del ved? 

Tks. 

Art 

From: Taylor, Bob (Thu~ :) [&o:Bob Tavlor@,thune.senate.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 1 ;, 2005 2:21 PM 
To: Beauchamp, Arthur, 'IV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Ellsworth Savin </Cost Analysis 

Art, here is a draft copy o our savings1 cost analysis. We are waiting on some range usage info we requested of the AF 
through their liaison offic here, so the flying hour estimate may change somewhat depending on Dyessl? usage of the lesser 
bombing ranges. As I me tioned this morning, we would subtract-out whatever percentage of live bombing sorties flown to 
the ranges other than UT1 < from Dyess. Our figure includes only calculations of cost to UTTR, and does not include 
additional costs of schedu :d sorties to Nellis which could also be added and may offset any non-UTTR sorties flown fiom 
Dyess. In any case, we I ;e the factor of $20,000 per hour (though this may be higher now) ; the difference in flying time of 
1.16 hours and; the figure ~f 359 scheduled sorties from Ellsworth to UTTR in 2005. This adds an additional $158 million in 
cost from live bombing m sions to UTTR, to the $280 million difference already calculated in localized CT. 
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RE: BRAC Requ st: PRT Utilization Rate (Suspense: ASAP) Page 1 of 2 

Beauchamp, xthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
-- -- -a- I - -7 I- X ^_^ - X * X  uwI-- "-*-- .*- ------- "1 --I - I X L - - I "  I-----*---- ---- ----- 

From: Rollins ennifer A Maj 28 BWIXP [Jennifer.Rollins@elIsworth.af.mil] 

Sent: Friday, dgust 19, 2005 1029 AM 

To: Beauch mp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Cc : Garrett lave S LtCol28 BWIDS 

Subject: FW: BR tC Questions: Suspense: ASAP 

Art- I 
Answers to Qu stion # 1 I 
Current OPTEM '0 BUDGET for FY05 IS $161.2 Million I 
Question # 2 I 

. As of 31 July our 3ottom line total CPFH (cost per flying hour) is $24,903 
That dollar figurc is broken out as follows: 
MSD (Parts for ti 3 B l  ) $1 3,741 per hour 
GSD (Consumat esloils, filters etc.) $2,108 per hour 
AVPOL (Fuel to yr the 61) $9,034 
Non Fly AVPOL Fuel for Aerospace Ground Equipment) $20 per hour 

Vlr 
Maj Rollins 

:' 

@ Maj Jennifc r "Bolt" Rollins 
28 BWIXP, Deputy C lief of Wing Plans 
1958 Scott Drive, Su re 6 
Ellsworth AFB, SD 5 706 
DSN 675-5640 
Commercial (605) 38 i-5640 
Fax (605) 675-2456 
jennifer.rollins@elIswc th.af.mil 

Dave, 

We're getting dowr to the wire so more questions may be coming your way. 

New questions thar are indirectly related to the Utilization questions:. 1 
I. What is the tota cost per flying hour budget for Ellsworth for 2005? If no 2005, 2004 data is 
fine. 

2. What is the cost 3er flying hr per B-1 at Ellsworth? 

3. What are the nu1 ~be r  of transit hours to get to the airspace to Powder and Hays? 

4. What is the estin ated flying hour cost for Power and Hays in 2005 (if not available, use 
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RE: BRAC Reque t: PRT Utilization Rate (Suspense: ASAP) Page 2 of 2 

2004 costs). 

5. Does Ellswort i have any training capabilities within the 300 NW limitation that are equal or 
similar to that prc vided by the RBTI (i.e Lancer MOA and IR 178)? If so, what are they? 
Power? 

6 Do Ellsworth c ews fly B-I from Ellsworth to the RBTI? Or do they receive the same 
qualification trait- ng at Ellsworth? 

7. Do you know t le primary weapons release range used by Dyess crews? 

Thanks! 
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Beauchamp, E rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
--" ---_--- -- XÎ- ^ -  -̂--"-* -  ̂ -l--x .̂ --- - *me-  - - s e e *  ------ "- " - - -  - 

From: Ta lor, Bob (Thune) [Bob~Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 

Sent: Th rsday, August 18,2005 2:21 PM 

To: BE luchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: Ell worth SavingslCost Analysis 

Attachments: Ell worth Savings Analysis.pdf 

Art, here is a draft c py of our savings1 cost analysis. We are waiting on some range usage info we requested of 
the AF through their iaison office here, so the flying hour estimate may change somewhat - depending on Dyess' 
usage of the lesser ombing ranges. As I mentioned this morning, we would subtract-out whatever percentage of 
live bombing sorties 70wn to the ranges other than UTTR from Dyess. Our figure includes only calculations of 
cost to UTTR, and c )es not include a d d i t i o w t s  of scheduled sorties to Nellis -which could also be added 

m e t  any on-u I I K sorties flown from Dyess. In any case, we use the factor 
(though this may be iigher now) ; the difference in flying time of 1.16 hours and; the 
sorties from Ellswor i to UTTR in 2005. This adds an additional $1 58 million in cost from live bombing missions 
to UTTR, to the $28 million difference already calculated in localized CT. - 
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Clo ure of Ellsworth AFB: High Risk, Low Savings - 

Executive Summary 

In addit, In to the risks and congestion associated with consolidating all 67 
B-1Bs il one location and the risks associated with the ongoing litigation 
over the 7rimary Dyess training range, closing Ellsworth will not save the 
DoD est mate of $1.853 billion over 20years. At most, it would save only 
$252 mi 'ion over 20 years ($12.6 million per year), and could actually cost 
DoD as vtuch as $1.75 billion over 20years. 

• TI e GAO's 60% adjustment for illusory personnel savings alone 
re luces the DoD's projected $1 353 billion savings to $742 million. 

TI e additional flying time required for training the Ellsworth B- 1Bs 
at Iyess would increase costs, and thus reduce savings, by an 
ac ditional$438 million. 

If he federal court that currently controls the primary training range at 
D ess does not permit additional B-1B training missions, the 
ac clitional cost of conducting similar missions at a suitable 
ah nat ive  range could be as high as $2 billion over 20 years. 

• TI : recommendation to close Ellsworth is the most expensive of all 
Aj . Force recommendations and provides the lowest "return on 
in estment." DoD estimates Ellsworth's plant replacement value at 
$1 753 billion; therefore, DoD would be abandoning an asset valued 
at E1.753 billion in an attempt to obtain actual savings of $252 
m lion. 

• Dc D's own reports demonstrate that its BRAC-estimated costs of 
en ironmental remediation at Ellsworth have been grossly under- 
re lorted. 
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PI tential Costs Resulting From Dyess Training Range Litigation - 

e primary Dyess MOA and low-level route are currently entangled in 
)tracted litigation and are under the control of a federal court. If the B-1B fleet 
:onsolidated at Dyess and the federal court does not authorize additional B-1 B 

n- ssions, the continued use of the Powder River MOA (as the only other 
ec ~ivalent training area) will require an added five hours of flight time at a cost of 
$ 30,000 per mission, or $100 million per 1,000 missions flown. 

? e 20-year cost for such longer missions could range from $1-2 billion. 

3. - T ~e Costs of Closin~ Ellsworth are Uniaue. 

T e cost to close Ellsworth ($299 million) is the most expensive of all Air Force 
rc tommendations. (GAO Report, p. 120-22) 

E en by the DoD's figures, the recommendation ($299 million costs, $1.853 
b lion savings) provides the lowest "return on investment" of all of the Air 
F rce's active duty base closure recommendations. (GAO Report, p. 120-22) 

B . DoD's own estimate, Ellsworth has a $1.753 billion plant replacement value. 
(I OD COBRA 5-19-05, p. 2) Therefore, DoD would be abandoning an asset 
vt lued at $1.753 billion in an attempt to obtain, at most, $252 million in 
sd pings. 

4. - D ~D's Environmental Cost Estimate is Significantlv Under-Re~orted. 

C ID substantially under-reported in its COBRA analysis that environmental 
rc itoration at Ellsworth would cost only $3.2 million. DoD's own reports show 
tk it Ellsworth will require at the very least $26.4 million in environmental 
ci :anup over the next 23 years. (DoD Environmental Programs Annual Report to 
C Ingress for FY 2004, dated Feb. 25, 2005) 

E en this $26.4 million figure grossly understates the real cost because it 
p :sumes that Ellsworth will continue to operate as an active military base. If the 
b se is closed and transferred out of federal ownership, extensive additional 
e vironrnental costs would be incurred to clean up the jet hel, chlorine-based 
sc tvents, low-level nuclear waste, mustard gas agents, and other environmental 
h zards present at the 53-year-old base. An approximate doubling of this cost to 
$ 2 million would be a conservative estimate. 
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1. - I! ilitarv Personnel Savin~s are Illusorv and Should Not be Included. 

T ie GAO has noted that over 60% of the Air Force's net annual recurring savings 
a : cost avoidances fiom military personnel eliminations; however, eliminations 
a : not expected to result in end-strength reductions. (GAO-05-785, July 2005 
[' 3A0  Report"], p. 123) 

C I0 hrther reported that claiming personnel savings without end-strength 
rc luctions does not provide dollar savings that can be applied outside of 
p rsonnel accounts, and specifically suggested that the "BRAC Commission may 
\n sh to consider . . . the projected savings fiom military personnel reductions 
[I blated to] . . . the closure of Ellsworth AFB, SD." (GAO Report, p. 124) 

1 !is adjustment alone reduces DoD's estimated savings of $1.853 billion over 
2 years to $742 million (40% thereoj), or $37.1 million per year over 20 years. 

2. - C msolidatin~ the B-1Bs Would Increase Costs and Reduce Savings. 

C msolidating all B-1B operations at Dyess AFB contains additional hidden costs 
n t considered in DoD's recommendations. These unconsidered costs are due to 
tl : increased distance between Dyess AFB and its primary training area (the 
L ncer MOA) as compared to the distance between Ellsworth AFB and its 
p imary training area (the Powder River MOA). 

E ised on a comparison of the Average Sortie Duration (ASD) of the 28th Bomb 
V ing (Ellsworth) and the 9th Bomb Wing (Dyess), an average of 0.7 additional 
fl ght hours are required to complete the standard crew training missions flown 
fi I m D yess. This additional cost is already being borne by the B- 1 Bs currently 
o erating fiom Dyess. Consolidating all B-1Bs at Dyess would result in this 
s; n e  increase in per mission cost for the consolidated Ellsworth B-1Bs. 

L ;ing an average cost of $20,000 per B-1B flight hour, this increase in flying 
d rtance would result in an average $14,000 per training sortie cost increase. 
C jer a 20-year time frame, this increasedflying distance would result in 
a increase in B-1B training costs of nearly $280 million. 

T !is same point is true of live-drop training missions, generally flown to the Utah 
ri lge, which is closer to Ellsworth than Dyess. This increase in flying distance 
w ~uld  also result in an increased per mission flight time of 1.16 hours and 
i~ crease the 20-year cost by $158 million. 
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Addi ional20-year flying hours cost at Dyess 

Addi ional environmental restoration costs 

Best Case L( 

DoD estir 

Dedl 
(GAt 

Worst Case 

Total Sav~ 

20-y( 
used 
Dyes 

Summarv Calculation 

:enario 

ated savings $1.853 billion 

:tion for illusory personnel savings 
reduction of 60%) - $1.1 1 billion 

- $438 million 

- $52 million 

$252 million 
($12.6 million per 

ACTUAL REDUCED SAVINGS year for 20 years) 

kenario 

igs Under Best Case Scenario $252 million 

tr cost if Powder River MOA must be 
y Ellsworth B-1Bs consolidated at 

- $2 billion 

POTENTIAL COST + $1.75 billion 

L 
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Beauchamp, Arthc r, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Wednesday, August 17,2005 9:15 AM 
Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
B-I Flying Hour Program 

Art 

Justin caught a cc ~y of the response from the clearinghouse for me. Looks to me that you 
hit a really interzsting question. If the AF does not accumulate costs to the level 
required to discri~inate between fuel loaded at D.G. v. fuel loaded at home station, then 
the AF cost systen is really politicized. Also, I note that the comment that the AIS 
string at Dyess is not sufficient to support the test and checkout requirements for boxes 
at Dyess. When th. AF deployed 4 B-1 wings, I am willing to bet that they purchased 4 or 
more AIS strings'l. is the AF in a corner on the maintainability of the B-1s because they 
haven't maintained the maintenance tool kit? 

We aren't in the m~ intenance management analysis process, but I think you looked in the 
manhole or a reall: messy area. 

Keep chugging. Yo1 solicited one of the most interesting clearinghouse responses to date. 

Ken 
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Beauchamp Arth Ir Lt. Col AFIILGM 
From: KING, Ra dy [RKING@lmi.org] Sent:Thu 811 112005 2:39 PM 
To: Tew Scott .tCol AFIILGM; ~ea ; cham~ Arthur Lt. Col AFIILGM 

Davey Kir L MAJ AFLMAILGS; Gehrich David L Capt AFLMAILGS; Blazer Doug Contr AFLMAILGS; 
SILVER, 1 radley; MATTERN, Ginny 

Subject: RE: OSD I RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 1200 20 Jul) 
Attachments: 

Since the buy and epair numbers as quoted came from LMI, let me further clarify and interpret them. First, let 
me cite the text fro i Captain Gehrich's original message: 

We looked at the c lrrent stock levels for B-1 parts coming out of the 0200 and then re-computed these levels 
lid: ion. We saw overall reductions in inventory requirements (valued at procurement cost) of 

' ver, when taking existing assets into account, this projected to potential near-term savings 
3M in repair and $9.3M in buy. Note that these ctions should result in no change in 
'nce we're continuing to support the 6-1 fleet to 

Now this is accurat but some of the details are being lost in translation. 
valued at $35.5 mil on. This is the amount we would save if every item 
current spares reqt rement projected procurements of $35.5 that would 
consolidation. But r ost reparable items are not in a buy position -- we have enough assets (some 
serviceable, some nserviceable) so reducing the requirement will not always result in buy savings. We took 
the actual asset po  tio on into account in estimating the $1 1.6 m savings for buy and $9.3 m savings in repair. 
Now I don't know u ]at is meant by saying the $9.3 m was meant to "fill the warehouse" -- these are buy 
requirements that E e no longer needed. When procurements are delivered, the assets are sent to the bases 
with outstanding re uisitions. Those bases might use them to fill MlCAPs or might put them in base suppl 
who knows? It doe n't matter for this pur in the near term, the curent asset post 

savings in stock leb !Is for the reasons di 
is such that require lents can be reduce hese are one-time 

Now what about thc "other" $23.9 m? This is the value (at buy cost) of levels reductions for which we see no 
current buy or repa requirement. The only way you save this $23.9 m is if we eventually attrit enough assets 
(condemnations, et .) so that we save on future procurements. But our analysis is showing that for now this is 
not the case -- thes items are not now in a buy position, nor is there a current repair requirement that can be 
"saved". This sugg sts that we have an abundance of serivceables relative to their current activity levels -- so 
I would basically igr )re the $ 2 3 . C w a a  - 
Final point, again a! noted in Capt Gehrich's initial summary. While you can get some short b 
jmprolement in real 
will simply reduce fF 
was and r e m m  
average). While we 
you're resourcing to an estimated 5 % NMCS down -- before and after the consolidation. Therefore the 
readiness impacts z e for the most part short term, reflecting the improvements we'll have until the 
requirements syster has had time to make a downward adjustment in stocks. 

LMAlLMl were so PI tssed with the tight suspense that we didn't have time for thorough documentation 
(although everythinc I'm saying was touched on in Captain Gehrich's write-up). And it's not that easy to 
articulate via email i the best of circumstances. But I felt some clarification was necessary since we're 
starting the drill all c er again with the C-130. 

Fire away if there ar still more questions. 

Randy 
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Randall M. Kir j 
LMI 
2000 Corporat ! Ridge 
McLean, VA 2: 102-7805 
703.91 7.7359 F 
703.917.7595 F 

-----Original Mess; le----- 
From: Blazer Douc Contr AFLMNLGS [mailto:dou~.blazer.ctr@maxwell.af.mil] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4ugust 10,2005 518 PM 
To: KING, Randy 
Subject: FW: OSD 3RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C05851FW: 61 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 
1200 20 Jul) 

fyi and reply if apF opriate. 

-----Original Messr le----- 
From: Tew Scott L 201 AFllLGM 
To: Beauchamp Ar iur  Lt. Col AFIILGM 
Cc: Blazer Doug C ntr AFLMNLGS; Stim Christopher Maj AFIILGM 
Sent: 8110/2005 1 : 3 PM 
Subject: RE: OSD :RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: 91 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 
1200 20 Jul) 

Art, 

I'm sure Doug Blaz !r will have more detail, but this is the way Maj Davey and I worked out to better explain 
the numbers. 

As you stated belo\ , the $1 1.6M is a one-time savings. When we combine all stock, we will avoid spending 
$9.3M to fill the wa ?house and avoid spending $2.3M to repair items needed to fill base requirements. The 
rest of the $35.5M gure mentioned below ($23.9M) is wrapped up in safety stock that we will no longer 
need. I guess you ould say the $23.9M would be a cost avoidance ... we don't actually save this money. 

If in the future, we I w e  two bases of B-1 s, it could potentially cost us $23.9M more every year to maintain 
extra safety levels I der the safety levels required at a single base. Is that vague enough for you! 

On the MC rate, I h ve always used straight math to compare MC rates to aircraft availability. If there are 67 
B-ls, then an MC r te of 100% would mean all 67 birds are MC. Using this somewhat simplistic logic (but 
logic we used on th flightline), 1 point increase in the MC rate would put .67 birds back on the ramp. So an 
increase of 2 point: would mean 1 extra bomber ready for combat. I th insmore realistic estimate, building 
on other efficiencies with combining all support at one base, is that a increase of 3 points would be 
achievable ... meanir 3 2 more birds available at any time. 

I hope this info help . I will phrase the answer for the C-130 question like I did above to make it more useful 
for your needs. 
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Have a great Air F rce day, 

W Scott 
LtCol Scott Tew 
Chief, Ops Readin ss Support Branch 
HQ USAFIILGM 
DSN 227-9447 Cc nm 703-697-9447 

-----Original Messr re----- 
From: Beauchamp 4rthur Lt. Col AFIILGM 
Sent: Monday, Aus  st 08, 2005 11 :41 AM 
To: Tew Scott LtCt AFllLGM 
Cc: Blazer Doug C ntr AFLMAILGS 
Subject: FW: OSD 3RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 
1200 20 Jul) 
Importance: High 

Scott, 

PIS reference LMIII WA reply. In it, they note a one time buy 
requirement saving of $9.3M and one-time repoar decrease of $2.3M. 
Need clarification. we these just one time savings caused by the 
consolidation of ink !ntory? If yes, how can that be since the number of 
aircraft aren't decrr ]sing. If not, how is the saving achieved? 

What does a 1-2 pc cent increase in MC translate into in terms of 
aircraft availability? 

Thanks for your he1 I. 

----- -----Original ME ;sage ----- 
From: Piotrowski f aul J LtCol ACCIXPX (A54A) 
Sent: Wednesday July 20,2005 4:21 PM 
To: Johansen DE lid L LtCol SAFIIEB 
Cc: ACCIXPX BF 4C ALL PERSONNEL; Neall Raymond Ctr SAFIIEBB; ACCIXPX 
Basing Division (A5 -); Mattner Donald F Civ ACCIXPXBA (A541 2); ACCIXPXB 
Basing Branch (A51 1); Jensen Brooke E Civ ACCILGXP; Tew Scott LtCol 
AFIILGM; Vance Dc ina E Civ ACCILGSW; Sharp Robert B LtCol ACC 
LGILGAI IDRAI ; TI er Sean K Maj ACCILGSWC 

Subject: FW: C ;D BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber 
Supportability Anal) ;is (Suspense 1200 20 Jul) 

MEMORANDUM F( R SAFIIEBB 

FROM: ACClA5 B; ;ing 
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SUBJECT: BRAC Zlearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability 
Analysis 

1. The BRAC Cor mission request (email below) from Mr. Beauchamp 
requests, "From a ~gistics supportability perspective, how will 0-1 
partslspares availz ~ility rates improve under a consolidation? We 
request empirical c 3ta, or an analysis that shows, or at least estimates 
the degree to whic B-1 spares partslspares supportability improves 
under a consolidat rn." Lt Col Scott Tew, HQ AFIILGM, initiated an 
analysis on 18 Jul 5 by AFLMAJLGS and LMI. The analysis is focused on 
aircraft availability ates under a B-1 consolidation considering 
Aircraft Availability dodel (AAM) computations based on depot level 
system (D200) dat . The estimated completion date for a complete 
analysis is 26 Jul 0 I if requested. ACC would have requested the same 
analysis from AFLF AILGS to provide this data. 

2. We received so ie preliminary data from AFLMA that provides some 
answers and their ( ~mplete e-mails are below (attachments labeled 
logistics 1 and 2). 

The synopsis state . "The combination of the B-1s will result in a 
minimal 1 to 2 perc nt increase in Mission Capable (MC) rate 

- The initial savings M ill be $700K ... $500K in stock and $200K in repair 

- After the merger c the B-Is, there will be a one-time savings in the 
budget computatior cycle of $1 1.6M ... $9.3M in reduced buy requirements 
and $2.3M in repair woidance 

- In order to determ lethe consumable MICAPS avoided, we looked at the 
number of lateral s i  )ports shipments of consumable items between the two 
bases. Each shipm ant should be satisfying a MlCAP condition. If we 
assume that the c o ~  sumable would have been present at Dyess if the bases 
were combined, the the MICAP would have been avoided. We found there 
were 96 shipments f consumable items between the two bases from 1 Jun 
04 to 30 Jun 05, wh :h breaks down to 7.4 MlCAPs avoided each month. 
Using the above ref renced study, this results in an increase of less 
than 1 % in mission apable aircraft. This figure did not change the 
overall MC rate. Bu preventing 7.4 MlCAPs a month is a visceral, 
tangible improveme t that all us flightline folks can relate to." 

3. Pending a more ~mplete AFLMA analysis, the short answer is that 
Mission Capable (M :) rates will improve 1-2% with all maintenance in one 
place. Three other I ?ms not discussed in these preliminary responses 
involve test equipmc it, parts and experienced manpower. The 0-1 B 
Automatic Test Equ~ bment (ATE) (equipment with poor reliability and long 
reconfiguration time ) will be concentrated in one location. This will 
decrease the numbc of Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) awaiting 
maintenance, allow )r simultaneous batching on the ATE and place more 
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useful LRUs in thc system. Parts will be needed for the same number of 
aircraft but now th y will be concentrated in one place, reducing 

I(YI) delivery times an6 eliminating the need to decide which base gets 
priority for any giv n part. From a maintenance perspective the B-1 B is 
one of the most di nanding aircraft in the inventory and it has been a 
balancing act to a1 ampt to balance experience between both Dyess and 
Ellsworth. The ba e with more experience almost always has a 
substantially bette MC rate than the other. With all the experience in 
one place, the MC -ate for the fleet should improve. 

4. These commer s should answer Mr. Beauchamp's questions. Additional 
empirical data will le available if more extensive AFLMA analysis is 
completed. Our A ;CIA5 Basing POC is Mr. Kevin Flood, DSN 574-2050. 

NSignedll 
PAUL J. PIOTROL SKI, Lt Col, USAF 
Deputy Chief, Bas1 ~g Division 
Directorate of Plan and Programs 
DSN: 574-5814 
paul.piotrowski@l~ 1g1ey.af.mil < .maiIt~:pa~I.piotr~~ski@IangIey~af~~mi~ 
<mailto:~aul.~iotro ?&i@lanaley.af.miI> > 

Atchs: ACClLG ar I AFLMAILG comments 

<<RE OSD BRAC :learinghouse Tasker C0585FW B1 Bomber Supportability 
Analysis.htm>> << GS words on B l  .doc>> <<Logistic Analyis 2.rtf>> 
<<Logistics analys~ 1 .rtf>> 

From: Johansen D: lid L LtCol SAFIIEB [ 
mailto:David.Johan en@penta~on.af.miI -- 
<mailto:David.Joha sen@pentaaon.af.miI> ] < 
mailto:%5bmailto:D :vid.Johansen@pentagon.af.mil~ 
<mailto:%5bmailto: ~avid.Johansen@pentagon.af.mil%5d> > 
Sent: Tuesday, Jul) 19, 2005 8:42 AM 
To: Evans Gerald E? Col ACCIXPX (A54) 
Cc: Kinkead Charle C Ctr ACCIXPX-BRAC (A5422); Flood Kevin J Ctr 
ACCIXPX-BRAC (P i422); Neall Raymond Ctr SAFIIEBB 
Subject: FW: OSD I RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber 
Supportability Anal) ;is 

Col Evans, Reques your help in answering the BRAC Commission question 
on B1 supportability .see the bottom email from Mr Beauchamp. The 
commission has a t~ ht turnaround on this, we'll need your response by 
20 July to meet thei suspense. Ray Neall in IEBB has already discussed 
this yesterday with I evin, if you have any questions please call Ray 
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directly at dsn 22- 577 ... thanks. 

VR, Dave 
David L. Johanser Lt Col, USAF 
Chief, Base Realic lment & Closure Div 
DSN: 222-951 0 Cc nm: (703) 692-951 0 

-----Original Mess ge----- 
From: Neal1 Rayr ond Ctr SAFIIEBB 
Sent: Monday, JL y 18,2005 2:43 PM 
To: Johansen D vid L LtCol SAFIIEB 
Subject: FW: ( SD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber 
Supportability Anal sis 
Sir, 
Just spoke to Kevii Flood at ACC. ACC can give us some creditability on 
the B-1 parts issue He requested we send this through Col Evans 
(ACCIXPX) at ACC with an info copy to himself and Charlie Kinkead. The 
suspense is 20 Jul- This should not be too tough for a B-I parts 
expert to answer. 

From: RSS dd - V 3 0  BRAC Clearinghouse 
Sent: Monday, JUI 18,2005 12:29 PM 
To: BRAC lnquir Workflow 
Cc: Beauchamp, qrthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: OSD I RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C05851FW: B1 Bomber 
Supportability Anal' ;is 
Please provide a re ponse to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC 
Clearinghouse NLT loon Wednesday, 20 July, 2005, with the designated 
signature authority, n PDF format. 

When contacting th Clearinghouse, please refer to OSD BRAC 
Clearinghouse Task ?r C0585. 
Thank you for your ooperation and timeliness in this matter. 
OSD BRAC Clearin house 

-----Original Messas 2----- 

From: Beauchamp, irthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2005 12:25 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO bRAC Clearinghouse 
Cc: Sillin, Nathaniel CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; 
Cook, Robert, CIV, ' /SO-BRAC; Flood, Glenn, CIV, OASD-PA; Hoggard, Jack, 
CTR, WSO-OSD-D $T JCSG; Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, 
Justin, CIV, WSO-B 'AC 
Subject: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 
Clearinghouse: 
One of the key ratio1 ales the Air Force has stated for consolidating the 
B-I bomber fleet is ' ichieving operational eficiencies" (ref: AF 
Analysis and Recon nendations Vol V, Page 169") 

From a logitistics su portability perspective, how will B-I partslspares 
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availability rates ir prove under a consolidation? We request empirical 
data, or an analys ; that shows, or at least estimates the degree to 
which B-I spares artslspares supportability improves under a 
consolidation. 

Thanks. 
Art Beauchamp 
Senior Analyst BP iC 
Air Force Team 
(703) 699-2934 << =W: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber 
Supportability Ana /sis (Suspense 1200 20 Jul)>> <<RE: OSD BRAC 
Clearinghouse Ta: <er C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis>> 
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Beauchamp, Arthl -, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Wednesday, July 27,2005 7:13 AM 
Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
RE: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Importance: High 

Agree - - Art feel: the same way. Somehow, somewhere, if there is a valid argument for 
the consolidation re need to present it or make it available. It does not seem the Air 
Force is helping t ~emselves. Common analysis sen- I - ' -  . 3t to me) supports the effort - 
but most Commissio lera. Ah -- 

U.S. AIR FORCE py and hand it back to Gary 

For A, Force print News, TV News. Radio News, 
Airman laga.azine, Biographies, Fact Sheets, Speeches, 

photos md ~ r t  visit Air Force Link - www+af.mil 
)me of their failures which 
walk away from all the 
Lt reasons. 

r Supportability Analysis 

louble speak or the 
io. I do see some reduction - 
Intuitively, I guess yes, 

!t 10 lines on a Background 
rs, particularly if we have 
commodate the equipment. 

- BRAC 
RAC; Saxon, Ethan, CIV, 

r Supportability Analysis 

:hwhile to send to a few 
charts and discuss with 

RAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, 
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WSO-BRAC; Flood, lenn, CIV, OASD-PA; Hoggard, Jack, CTR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG 
Subject: FW: 0, D BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585/FW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Attached is the rtsponse to your inquiry. 

D BRAC Clearing1  use 

- - - - -  Original Mesr 3ge- - - - - 
From: Cook Jeannet-e J Civ SAF/IEBB On Behalf Of BRAC Inquiry Workflow 
Sent: Tuesday, Ju3126, 2005 1:59 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO E ?AC Clearinghouse 
Subject: RE: OSD E LAC Clearinghouse Tasker ~ 0 5 8 5 / ~ ~ :  B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Attached is the an :wer to subject tasker. I 
JJ Cook 

- - - - -  Original Mess ge----- 
From: Beauchamp, A thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2005 12:25 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO B: AC Clearinghouse 
Cc: Sillin, Nathan. el, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, 
WSO-BRAC; Flood, G.em, CIV, OASD-PA; Hoggard, Jack, CTR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG; Small, 
Kenneth, CIV, WSO-I RAC; Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Clearinghouse: I 
One of the key ratimals the ir Force has stated for consolidating the B-1 bomber feet is 
"achieveing operati ma1 efficienciesI1 (ref: AF Analysis and Recommendations Vol V, Page 
169") 

om a logitistics :upportability perspective, how will B-1 parts/spares availability 
tes improve under a consolidation. We request empirical data, or an analysis that 
ows, or at least ?stirnates the degree to which B-1 spares parts/spares supportability 

improves under a co .solidation. 

Thanks. 

Art Beauchamp 
Senior Analyst BRAC 
Air Force Team 
(703) 699-2934 
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Beauchamp Arth rr Lt. Col AFIILGM 
From: Vance Do; ?a E Civ ACCJLGSW Sent:Tue 7/19/2005 6:21 PM 

ACC/LG;\I A4X) Logistics Plans & Programs Division; ACCJLGXP Logistics Plans Branch 
Ander Do] )thy H Civ ACCLGXR; Tew Scott LtCol AFJILGM; Tyler Sean K Maj ACCILGSWC; ACCLGS 
(A4S) Sup ~ l y  Division; Beck Gordon K SMSgt ACC LGILGSWC; Clark Charles E Maj ACCJLGSI 

Subject: FW: OSD IRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 1200 20 Jul) 
Attachments: 

MEMORANDUM I 3R LGX 

FROM: LGS 

SUBJECT: OSD I RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 
1200 20 Jul) 

1. LGS reviewed i e  subject BRAC tasker requesting "empirical data, or an analysis that shows, or at least 
estimates the deg ?e to which B-1 spares partslspares supportability improves under a consolidation." B-1 
bomber supportat iity should improve under consolidation. To determine the level of improved support, Lt 
Col Scott Tew, H< AFIILGM, initiated an analysis on 18 Jul 05 by AFLMAILGS and LMI. The analysis is 
focused on aircraf availability rates under a B-1 consolidation considering Aircraft Availability Model (AAM) 
computations bas d on depot level system (0200) data. The estimated completion date for the analysis is 26 
Jul 05. Per conve sation with Lt Col Scott Tew, HQ AFIILGM, DSN: 227-9447, recommend SAFIIEB direct 
updates on this is: Je to Lt Col Tew 

2. If you have an! questions please contact our POC, Maj Sean Tyler, ACCILGSCW, at 4-3669. 

//SIGNED, dev, l! Jul 0511 

DONNA E. VANC i ,  GM-13, DAF 

Acting Chief, Sup1 fy Division 

Attachment: 

LGX Tasking Em: I 

Atch 

<<FW: OSD BRA : Clearinghouse Tasker C05851FW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 1200 
20 Jul)>> 
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From: Vance Donna E Civ ACCILGSW 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20,2005 2:13 PM 
To: Flood Kevin J Ctr ACCIXPX-BRAC (A5422) 
Cc: Tyler Sean K Maj ACCILGSWC 
Subject: FW: Using ASM to measure peace-time effects 
2nd of two el tails. 
Donna 

From: Tew Scott LtCol AFJILGM ~mailto:Scott.Tew@~entac~on.af.mil~ 
Sent: Wedr sday, July 20, 2005 1:17 PM 
To: Vance [ 3nna E Civ ACCJLGSW; Tyler Sean K Maj ACCJLGSWC 
Cc: Gehrich 3avid L Capt AFLMAILGS 
Subject: F\ I: Using ASM to measure peace-time effects 

Sean, 

Here is an i )date from Laine. The change of note here is the avoidance of 7.4 MlCAPs a month. 
This figure ( d not change the overall MC rate. But preventing 7.4 MlCAPs a month is a visceral, 
tangible iml: .ovement that all us flightline folks can relate to. You may want to include this in your 
response. I emember, this is just consumables ... the XD improvements are reflected in the over 
all MC rate nprovement. 

Have a gre: Air Force day, 

LtCol T 
LtCol Scc tt Tew 
Chief, OF ; Readiness Support Branch 
HQ USAF 'ILGM 
DSN 227 9447 Comm 703-697-9447 

-----Original F .sage----- 
From: Gehrich David L Capt AFLMAJLGS 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2005 1:10 PM 
To: Stim Christopher Maj AFIILGM; Gehrich David L Capt AFLMNLGS; Tew Scott LtCol AFIILGM; Tyler 

Sean K Maj ACC/LGSWC; Vance Donna E Civ ACCJLGSW 
Cc: Stephens Christopher L CMSgt AFIILGM; Tew Scott LtCol AFIILGM; VanBuren Anthony SMSgt 

AFJILGM; Virostko Donald Ctr AFJILGM; Parnacott Les Civ ACCRSSJCCD; Beck Gordon K SMSgt ACC 
LGILGSWC; dfauld@lmi.orq; Dietz John K Civ AFLMNLGY; Bowman Gale J Civ AFLMNLGY; Parrish 
Woodrow A Contr AFLMNLGS; Smith Bernard N Contr AFLMNLGS; Blazer Doug Contr AFLMNLGS; 
'rking@lmi.orgl; Davey Kim L MPJ AFLMNLGS; Snow Edward Capt AFLMNLGR 

Subject: FW: Using ASM to measure peace-time effects 

Here's whaf we have for the final answer, including consumables; changes are in blue. 
THANKS!! 

-----0rig ral Message----- 
From: Gehrich David L Capt AFLMAJLGS 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2005 9:59 AM 
To: Stim Christopher Maj AFJILGM; Tew Scott LtCol AFIILGM; Tyler Sean K Maj ACVLGSWC 
Cc: Dietz John K Civ AFLMAJLGY; Bowman Gale J Civ AFLMNLGY; Parrish Woodrow A Contr AFLMNLGS; 

Smith Bernard N Contr AFLMNLGS; Gehrich David L Capt AFLMNLGS; Blazer Doug Contr 
AFLMAJLGS; rkinaBlmi.orq; Davey Kim L MA3 AFLMAJLGS; Snow Edward Capt AFLMNLGR 

Subject: RE: Using ASM to measure peace-time effects 

Here is he combined LMIILMA reply: 
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AFLMA E ~d LMI were asked by LtCol Tew at AFIILGM to estimate the mission impact and 
any cost :ductions from combining B1 aircraft from Ellsworth with B ls  at Dyess. We used 
several n athods to estimate the impact. There will be a short term and a long term impact. 
In the s h ~  rt term (using the existing requirement), we expect mission capability (as measured 
by Missic 1 Capable aircraft) to increase 1 - 2 percent at reduced levels worth $500K and 
reduced 2pair cost of approximately $200K. In the long term, we expect mission capability 
will be ur 3ffected because we continue to plan and buy to reach a 95% aircraft availability 
target, bt there will be a one-time spare part "buy" requirement drop of roughly $9.3M and 
one-time .epair decrease of $2.3M. 

In order ' reach this conclusion, we attempted to answer several questions: 
1) How r uch will the future buy and repair requirement, as determined by D200, change? 
We usec 0200 to estimate this cost savings. 
2) Will st >porting only Dyess with the current pool of spares result in an increased mission 
capable ate? We used the Readiness Based Leveling (RBL) program to estimate this. 
3) How r uch will combining operating locations decrease MlCAP incidents for consumable 
parts? 1 e answered this question by looking at lateral support shipment of consumable 
items at l e  two locations. 

We look d at the current stock levels for B-1 parts coming out of the D200 and then re- 
cornput6 1 these levels given the consolidation. We saw overall reductions in inventory 
requiren snts (valued at procurement cost) of $35.5 million. However, when taking existing 
assets i t  :o account, this projected to potential near-term savings of $1 1.6 million, $2.3M in 
repair at cl $9.3M in buy. Note that these reductions should result in no change in overall 
readine: 5 ,  since we're continuing to support the B-I fleet to a 95 % aircraft availability target. 

The ran e of items included in our analysis was all items with B-1 applications but number of 
stockag locations of 10 or less. So we included B-I unique items as well as some of the 
commol items, but deleted items that are so widely used that the impact of this consolidation 
should t 3 negligible. 

RBL Ar alvsis 

To use !BL and meet the short suspense, we had to make several assumptions. First, we 
assume I that all demand data would be additive. So, if Ellsworth had a Daily Demand Rate 
(DDR) ( 2, and Dyess had a DDR of 1, then the combined DDR would be 3. Likewise, if 
Ellswor I had a minimum stock level of 3 assigned, then that also transferred to Dyess. 

J 
Finally, ve ran RBL with NSN's loaded with a B-I SMC code, thus, the RBL analysis looked 
at B-I L iique items only parts shared with other aircraft were not looked at. This was 
becaus we had no method to identify all B-I used parts within the timeframe allowed. 

When v 3 ran RBL we initially realized a decrease in Expected Back-Orders (EBOs) of 5 for 
the con ~ ined  operations at Dyess. After looking at the data, we realized there was one part 
with an N" problem item code that had an EBO of 6.5. RBL does not allocate levels for 'N' 
probler items, therefore the EBO increase identified is not valid. Additionally, there were 10 
stock n mbers with an increase of at least one EBO each. Upon further study, we identified 
that Ell ~vorth had a significantly higher percentage of base repair (PBR) for these items than 
Dyess. Assuming Ellsworth's repair capability is available at the combined location, an 
additiol 31 reduction of 10 EBOs will be realized. Since we used Dyess's PBR, we think it 
likely tt jt Ellsworth would bring the repair capability when they moved to Dyess, therefore the 
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increa: 3 in the pipeline (and therefore EBOs) could most likely be avoided as well. 
Theref re, we identified a range of 10 - 20 EBOs decreased at the combined location, and 
worldu Ae EBO's could be between unchanged and a decrease of 10. 

We US( 3 a previous AFLMA study (LS200031200 Relating Mission Capable Incidents to AF 
Missior Capable Rates) to estimate decrease in Non-Mission Capable due to Supply (NMCS) 
time. / ;suming that one reduced EBO is equivalent to avoiding one MlCAP for repairable 
parts, s reduction of 10 EBOs results in an increase of 1 % in mission capable aircraft. 

Consul iable Item Analvsis - 
In order to determine the consumable MICAPS avoided, we looked at the number of lateral 
support shipments of consumable items between the two bases. Each shipment should be 
satisfyir 1 a MlCAP condition. If we assume that the consumable would have been present at 
Dyess i: the bases were combined, then the MlCAP would have been avoided. We found 
there wc re 96 shipments of consumable items between the two bases from 1 Jun 04 to 30 
Jun 05, dhich breaks down to 7.4 MlCAPs avoided each month. Using the above referenced 
study, tt s results in an increase of less than 1 % in mission capable aircraft. 

Caveats 

The sho term suspense did not permit a thorough analysis; indeed, the longer term impacts 
on inven 3ry estimated by LMI and the shorter term impacts on readiness estimated by LMA 
were per ormed independently and do not encompass the same set of stock numbers. In 
addition, here has not been time to validate the results and to investigate anomalies (for 
example instances where the levels are increased as a result of the consolidation). 

From: - Tyler sea; K Maj ACCILGSWC [mailto:Sean.Tvler@lanalev.af.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2005 3:59 PM 
To: Tew SC& ~ k o l  AFIILGM 
Cc: Stim Christopher Maj AFIILGM; VanBuren Anthony SMSgt AFIILGM; Madison Traci Maj AF/ILPY; 

KING, Randy; Beck Gordon K SMSgt ACC LGILGSWC; Cuington Tracy L SMSgt ACC/LGSWC; 
Blakey Robert M Civ HQ AFMCILGRX; MATTERN, Ginny; SILVER, Bradley; Cuington Tracy L 
SMSgt ACCILGSWC; Blakey Robert M Civ HQ AFMCILGRX; MATTERN, Ginny; SILVER, 
Bradley; Blazer Doug Contr AFLMAJLGS; Davey Kim L MAI AFLMAJLGS; Snow Edward Capt 
AFLMNLGR; Diet! John K Civ AFLMAILGY; Smith Dianna N Capt AFLMNLGS; Vance Donna 
E Civ ACCILGSW; Gehrich David L Capt AFLMNLGS 

Subjec : RE: Using ASM to  measure peace-time effects 
Impor mce: High 

<< M ssage: Untitled Attachment >> << Message: FW: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse 
Taske C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis (Suspense 1200 20 Jul) >> 
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', .' t 

From: Sharp Robe t B LtCol ACC LG/LGAl/DRAl 
Sent: Wednesday, uly 20,2005 7: 18 AM 
To: Jensen Brooke E Civ ACC/LGXP 
Cc: James Christoj her Maj HQ ACCILGXP; Keilholz Stephen M CMSgt ACC/DRAl 
Subject: RE: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B 1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Brooke, 

I'm on leave and this (Wednesday morning) is the first chance I've had to see and respond to your email. As I see 
it, Mr. Beauchamp h s asked: "From a logistics supportability perspective, how will B-1 partslspares availability 
rates improve under I consolidation? We request empirical data, or an analysis that shows, or at least estimates 
the degree to which 1-1 spares partslspares supportability improves under a consolidation." 

To the best of my kr ~wledge, no analysis has been done which measures consolidation's impact on B-1 spares 
partslspare support: M y .  Unfortunately, that means we do not have empirical data, analysis, or even estimates 
to pass on to Mr. Be lachamp. That type of analysis is typically done by the System Program Director (SPD). The 
B-1 SPD is at Tinker AFB. I do not feel comfortable passing Mr. Beauchamp's request to them as I do not know 
who at the 6-1 SPD )ffice has signed BRAC nondisclosure agreements. 

Based on my experi mce working with this aircraft, I can offer some assumptions (I have also sent this email to 
Chief Keilholz, he m ~y have something to add. As I am on leave, I do not know when I will be checking my email 
again). 

1. B-1 Automatic TE ,t Equipment (ATE): Consolidation will concentrate all the B-1 ATE at one location. B-I ATE 
is used by the main nance backshops to perform maintenance and analysis on avionic line replaceable units 
(LRUs). Aging and I ?reliable ATE is one of the biggest challenges for B-1 support (and arguably places the most 
significant strain on 3-1 mission capable rates) . On average, there are 1000 LRUs waiting to be repaired 
fleetwide. Unfortur ately, 6-1 ATE has not been modernized or replaced since initial fielding in the mid-1980s. 
This aging equipme rt is showing its age and the mission capable rate regularly falls well below ACC's acceptable 
Mission Capable (Iv ;) standard. Additionally, the poor reliability record of this test equipment has contributed to a 
backlog of over 1,0( 3 LRUs fleet wide. The ATE must be reconfigured for each different type of LRU; this 
reconfiguring takes 2-24 hours. Consolidation will put more equipment in one location, allowing then to run 
several different c o ~  figurations simultaneously (batching). This will result in a decrease in LRUs awaiting 
maintenance and p t more useful LRUs into the supply system. 

2. Parts: While sup1 iy will still be required to support the same number of aircraft, they will only be supporting one 
operational base. ? iis will concentrate the parts warehouses at one location reducing delivery times and 
eliminating the nee( to decide which base has priority for any given part. 

3. Experienced Mar power: From a maintenance perspective, the 6-1 is one of the most demanding aircrafts in 
the Air Force inven try. A highly qualified B-1 maintenance technician is several years in the making. Historically, 
we have never bee able to achieve an "experience balance" between all the B-1 MOBS. At times, Dyess has 
had more experienl s. At other times, it has been Ellsworth. As a result, one base will struggle for days with a 
maintenance problr n that the other base handles as a matter of course. The base with more experience almost 
always has a subst ntially better MC rate than the other. 

Bob 

Robert B. Sharp, L 201, USAF 
Chief, B-1 Weapor System Team 
DSN 574-41 00 
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" ----- ---- --. *." - ~ -- ""--"--.--*-" -.-- - --- .* " ""-*"--.---"------*---- "- 

From: Jensen Brook E Civ ACC/LGXP 
Sent: Tuesday, July 9,2005 9:54 AM 
To: Sharp Robert B 1 Col ACC LG/LGAl/DRAl 
Cc: Jensen Brooke E :iv ACCILGXP; James Christopher Maj HQ ACC/LGXP 
Subject: FW: OSD @ 'AC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585/FW: B l  Bomber Supportability Analysis 
Importance: High 

Sir, 

Please refer to origin; question at the bottom of the email chain. BRAC is asking for an analysis of how the 
consolidation of B-1 a .craft at Dyess will improve partslspares availability rates. 

As mentioned, turnarc ~ n d  is tight with a response due tomorrow. I haven't seen the official tasker yet but did not 
want to wait for it. 

Please give me a call ' you have any question or would like to discuss. 

Brooke Jensen 
LGXP 
4-7895 

From: Kinkead Charle C Ctr ACC/XPX-BRAC (A5422) 
Sent: Tue 7/19/2005 :37 AM 
To: Jensen Brooke E C I ACCILGXP 
Cc: LaRose Susan K Ci ACC XPX-BRAC (A5421); Oliver Geoff S LtCol ACC/XPXB (A541); Mattner Donald F Civ 
ACC/XPXBA (A5412); F ~ o d  Kevin J Ctr ACC/XPX-BRAC (A5422) 
Subject: OSD BRAC C 2aringhouse Tasker C0585/FW: 81 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Brooke, 

Per our conversation -- ihould be coming out of XPX soon. Thanks for your help. Charlie 

From: Johansen David . LtCol SAF/IEB L~a!!~~:..D~~.~~.!Jofia!!senn~~e_n,.tage~.aft..?1_?11 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19 2005 8:42 AM 
To: Evans Gerald B Col iCC/XPX (A54) 
Cc: Kinkead Charles C ( :r ACCIXPX-BRAC (A5422); Flood Kevin J Ctr ACCIXPX-BRAC (A5422); Neall Raymond Ctr 
SAFIIEBB 
Subject: FW: OSD BRP : Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Col Evans, Request  yo^ help in answering the BRAC Commission question on 01 supportability ... see the bottom 
email from Mr Beauchar p. The commission has a tight turnaround on this, we'll need your response by 20 July 
to meet their suspense. ?ay Neall in IEBB has already discussed this yesterday with Kevin, if you have any 
questions please call Rz directly at dsn 22-4577 ... thanks. 

VR, Dave 

David L. Johansen, Lt Cc , USAF 

Chief, Base Realignment & Closure Div - 

DSN: 222-951 0 Comm: ( 03) 692-951 0 
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-----0rlginal Message----- 

From: Neall Raymond C~I  iAF/IEBB 

Sent: Monday, July 18, 21 )5 2:43 PM 

To: Johansen David L Ltc 11 SAWIEB 

Subject: FW: OSD B k  : Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Sir, 

Just spoke to Kevin F ~ o d  at ACC. ACC can give us some creditability on the B-1 parts issue. He requested we 
send this through Col -vans (ACCIXPX) at ACC, with an info copy to himself and Charlie Kinkead. The suspense 
is 20 July. This shoul not be too tough for a 0-1 parts expert to answer. 

VIR 

From: RSS dd - WSO BRAC learinghouse 

Sent: Monday, July 18, 200! 12:29 PM 

To: BRAC Inquiry Workflow 

Cc: Beauchamp, Arthur, CI\ WSO-BRAC 

Subject: OSD BRAC Cleat ~ghouse Tasker C0585/FW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Please provide a respol se to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse NLT noon Wednesday, 
20 July, 2005, with the esignated signature authority, in PDF format. 

When contacting the Clt sringhouse, please refer to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585. 

Thank you for your  coo^ ?ration and timeliness in this matter. 

OSD BRAC Clearinghoi ;e 

-----Original Message---- 
From: Beauchamp, Arth r, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Monday, July 18, ; 305 12:25 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO BRAC Zlearinghouse 
Cc: Sillin, Nathaniel, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CN, WSO-BRAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Flood, 
Glenn, CIV, OASD-PA; Hc ggard, Jack, CTR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG; Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, 
Justin, CN, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: 81 Bomber SUF mrtability Analysis 
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Clearinghouse: 

One of the key rs :ionales the A i r  Force has stated for consolidating the B-1 bomber fleet 
is "achieving opt rational efficiencies" (ref: AF Analysis and Recommendations Vol V, 
Page 169") 

From a logitistics supportability perspective, how will 6-1 partslspares availability rates 
improve under a onsolidation? We request empirical data, or an analysis that shows, 
or at least estima es the degree to which B.1 spares partslspares supportability 
improves under a consolidation. 

Thanks. 

Art Beauchamp 

Senior Analyst BRAC 

Air Force Team 
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Beauchamp Arthi r Lt. Col AFIILGM 
From: Sharp Rob6 t B LtCol ACC LG/LGAl/DRAl Sent:Wed 712012005 7: 17 AM 
To: Jensen Bra( ce E Civ ACCILGXP 
Cc: James Chri* opher Maj HQ ACCJLGXP; Keilholz Stephen M CMSgt ACCDRAl 
Subject: RE: OSD B L4C Clearinghouse Tasker C0585RW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 
Attachments: 

Brooke, 

I'm on leave and thi (Wednesday morning) is the first chance I've had to see and respond to your email. As 
I see it, Mr. Beauch mp has asked: "From a logistics supportability perspective, how will B-1 partslspares 
availability rates iml -eve under a consolidation? We request empirical data, or an analysis that shows, or at 
least estimates the egree to which 8-1 spares partslspares supportability improves under a consolidation." 

To the best of my kr ~wledge, no analysis has been done which measures consolidation's impact on B-1 
spares partslspare ! ~pportability. Unfortunately, that means we do not have empirical data, analysis, or even 
estimates to pass 01 to Mr. Beuachamp. That type of analysis is typically done by the System Program 
Director (SPD). The 3-1 SPD is at Tinker AFB. I do not feel comfortable passing Mr. Beauchamp's request to 
them as I do not knc v who at the B-1 SPD office has signed BRAC nondisclosure agreements. 

Based on my experi nce working with this aircraft, I can offer some assumptions (I have also sent this email 
to Chief Keilholz, he nay have something to add. As I am on leave, I do not know when I will be checking my 
email again). 

1. B-1 Automatic Te: Equipment (ATE): Consolidation will concentrate all the 0-1 ATE at one location. B- 
1 ATE is used by thc maintenance backshops to perform maintenance and analysis on avionic line 
replaceable units (LF Us). Aging and unreliable ATE is one of the biggest challenges for B-1 support (and 
arguably places the 1 lost significant strain on B-1 mission capable rates) . On average, there are 1000 LRUs 
waiting to be repaire fleetwide. Unfortunately, B-1 ATE has not been modernized or replaced since initial 
fielding in the mid-1E iOs. This aging equipment is showing its age and the mission capable rate regularly 
falls well below ACC acceptable Mission Capable (MC) standard. Additionally, the poor reliability record of 
this test equipment h IS contributed to a backlog of over 1,000 LRUs fleet wide. The ATE must be 
reconfigured for eack different type of LRU; this reconfiguring takes 12-24 hours. Consolidation will put more 
equipment in one loc tion, allowing then to run several different configurations simultaneously (batching). 
This will result in a dc =rease in LRUs awaiting maintenance and put more useful LRUs into the supply 
system. 

2. Parts: While suppl: will still be required to support the same number of aircraft, they will only be supporting 
one operational base This will concentrate the parts warehouses at one location reducing delivery times and 
eliminating the need 1 ) decide which base has priority for any given part. 

3. Experienced Manp wer: From a maintenance perspective, the 0-1 is one of the most demanding aircrafts 
in the Air Force inven ~ r y .  A highly qualified B-1 maintenance technician is several years in the making. 
Historically, we have I ever been able to achieve an "experience balance" between all the 0-1 MOBS. At 
times, Dyess has had nore experience. At other times, it has been Ellsworth. As a result, one base will 
struggle for days with 1 maintenance problem that the other base handles as a matter of course. The base 
with more experience jlmost always has a substantially better MC rate than the other. 

Bob 

Robert B. Sharp, LtCc USAF 
Chief, 6-1 Weapon S) .tern Team 
DSN 574-41 00 
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------.- - ----- " -p.---""*------------w--- -------- 
From: Jensen Brol ke E Civ ACCJLGXP 
Sent: Tuesday, Ju 1 19, 2005 9:54 AM 
To: Sharp Robert t LtCol ACC LGILGAlJDRAl 
Cc: Jensen Brooke 5 Civ ACCJLGXP; James Christopher Maj HQ ACCJLGXP 
Subject: FW: OSC BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 
Importance: Higl 

Sir, 

Please refer to oric nal question at the bottom of the email chain. BRAC is asking for an analysis of how the 
consolidation of 0- aircraft at Dyess will improve partslspares availability rates. 

As mentioned, turr round is tight with a response due tomorrow. I haven't seen the official tasker yet but did 
not want to wait for t. 

Please give me a c 111 if you have any question or would like to discuss. 

Brooke Jensen 
LGXP 
4-7895 

From: Kinkead Ch, rles C Ctr ACCIXPX-BRAC (A5422) 
Sent: Tue 7/19/20 I5 9:37 AM 
To: Jensen Brooke : Civ ACCJLGXP 
Cc: LaRose Susan Civ ACC XPX-BRAC (A5421); Oliver Geoff S LtCol ACCJXPXB (A541); Mattner Donald F 
Civ ACCIXPXBA (A5 i12); Flood Kevin J Ctr ACCJXPX-BRAC (A5422) 
Subject: OSD BW : Clearinghouse Tasker C0585/FW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Brooke, 

Per our conversatic 1 -- should be coming out of XPX soon. Thanks for your help. Charlie 

From: Johansen D vid L LtCol SAFJIEB Imailto:,D_a_vid.Jo_baan~een.@.e~.~tag_on.afffmi!l 
Sent: Tuesday, Jul 19,2005 8:42 AM 
To: Evans Gerald E Col ACCJXPX (A54) 
Cc: Kinkead Charle C Ctr ACCJXPX-BRAC (A5422); Flood Kevin J Ctr ACC/XPX-BRAC (A5422); Neall 
Raymond Ctr SAFJI BB 
Subject: FW: OSD 3RAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585JFW: B1 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Col Evans, Reques your help in answering the BRAC Commission question on B1 supportability ... see the 
bottom email from t r Beauchamp. The commission has a tight turnaround on this, we'll need your response 
by 20 July to meet leir suspense. Ray Neall in IEBB has already discussed this yesterday with Kevin, if you 
have any questions  lease call Ray directly at dsn 22-4577 ... thanks. 

VR, Dave 

David L. Johansen, -t Col, USAF 
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Chief, Base Realis iment & Closure Div 

DSN: 222-951 0 Cc qlm: (703) 692-951 0 

From: Neall Raymond tr SAF/IEBB 

Sent: Monday, July 18, ,005 2:43 PM 

To: Johansen David L tCoi SAF/IEB 

Subject: MI: OSD 7AC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585lMI: 81 Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Sir, 

Just spoke to Kevir Flood at ACC. ACC can give us some creditability on the 8-1 parts issue. He requested 
we send this throug 1 Col Evans (ACCIXPX) at ACC, with an info copy to himself and Charlie Kinkead. The 
suspense is 20 Jul) This should not be too tough for a B-1 parts expert to answer. 

VIR 

From: RSS dd - WSO BF iC Clearinghouse 

Sent: Monday, July 18, . N)5 12:29 PM 

To: BRAC Inquiry Work 3w 

Cc: Beauchamp, Arthur CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: OSD BRAC ( earinghouse Tasker C05851FW: Bl Bomber Supportability Analysis 

Please provide a re5 Ionse to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse NLT noon 
Wednesday, 20 Jul ,2005, with the designated signature authority, in PDF format. 

When contacting the Clearinghouse, please refer to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0585. 

Thank you for your c )operation and timeliness in this matter. 

OSD BRAC Clearinc louse 

-----Original Message ---- 
From: Beauchamp, I rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
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Sent: Monday, Ju 18,2005 12:25 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO BRAC Clearinghouse 
Cc: Sillin, Nathanic , CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Flood, 
Glenn, CIV, OASD- ,A; Hoggard, Jack, CTR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG; Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; 
Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: B1 Bornt v Supportability Analysis 

Clearinghouse 

One of the key ationales the A i r  Force has stated for consolidating the B-1 bomber 
fleet is "achievi ~g operational efficiencies" (ref: AF Analysis and Recommendations 
Vol V, Page 16s ') 

From a log itistic s supportability perspective, how will B-1 partslspares availability 
rates improve u lder a consolidation? We request empirical data, or an analysis that 
shows, or at lea ;t estimates the degree to which B-1 spares partslspares 
supportability i~ rproves under a consolidation. 

Thanks. 

Art Beauchamp 

Senior Analyst BRP 2 

Air Force Team 

(703) 699-2934 
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"' JOHNTHUNE 
SOUTH DAKOTA 

COMMITTES 
ARMED SERVICES 

ENVIRONMENT 8 PUBLIC WORKS 

QBnitelr State$ Benate 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

SMALL BUSINESS 
VETERANS' AFFAIRS 

August 9,2005 

The Hor rable Anthony J. Principi 
Chairma 
Base Re; iignment and Closure Commission 
2521 Ck .k Street, Suite 600 
Arlingto , VA 22202 

Dear Ch; irman Principi: 

C 1 July 19, 2005, the Air Force replied to an inquiry fiom the Base Realignment 
and Clos re Commission concerning ongoing litigation and court imposed constraints on 
the use o the primary military operating area (MOA) and military training route (MTR) 
that sew( s the aerial training requirements for both Dyess and Barksdale AFB. I found 
some of ie Air Force replies to the commission's questions to be incorrect and I would 
like the c )portunity to comment. 

T e commission inquiry was based upon an issue I raised, which calls into 
question re wisdom of DoD's recommendation to consolidate all 67 operational B-1s at 
a single 1 cation, Dyess AFB. It had come to my attention that the primary bomber 
training i ea, upon which Dyess' B-1 s depend for close proximity training, had been 
mired in tigation for the last five years, thus making both its future availability and its 
capabilit; to support consolidated B-1 training uncertain. The training area, in fact, now 
operates ~bject to court order. The training airspace includes IR-178 MTR and Lancer 
MOA, to ether known as the Realistic Bomber Training Initiative (RBTI). The litigation 
in questic 1 challenges the Air Force's Record of Decision (ROD) and Environmental 
Impact Si itement (EIS), both prepared pursuant to requirements of the National 
Environn :ntal Policy Act (NEPA) as part of the process of obtaining FAA approval for 
the RBTI - a process begun in 1997 and still not approved because of the litigation. On 
appeal, tk ~ 5 t h  Circuit found the EIS to be inadequate and set aside the ROD on October 
12,2004. The court hrther directed the District Court to determine the conditions upon 
which t h  Air Force could continue operations in the MTR and MOA. On June 29,2005, 
the Distri t Court imposed significant operating conditions limiting the continued Air 
Force use 3f the MTR and the MOA pending a supplemental EIS. There was no 
evidence I any of DoD's or Air Force's released BRAC deliberation documents or 
meeting r inutes that this issue was discussed or considered in any detail. In fact, the Air 
Force has subsequently admitted that neither the present impact, nor future risk, posed by 
this litiga on were factored into its deliberation because it did not have a method to 
calculate into the MCI scoring. 

320 NORTH MAlN AV NUE 
SIOUX FALLS, SD 5 104 

(605) 334-9596 

1313 WEST MAlN STREET 
RAPID CITY, SD 57701 

(605) 348-7551 

320 SOUTH I ST STREET 
SUITE 101 

ABERDEEN. SD 57401 
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L' ir Force Statement: "This litigation was not factored into the MCI score for - 
any Air 1 orce base. There was no viable method to consider ongoing litigation in 
computa on of the MCI score." 

Comme~ t: In acknowledging that this litigation (and the consequent results) were not 
factored  to the MCI score, nor considered under militay judgment, the Air Force has 
concedec that a substantial liability on present and, potentially, hture training access, 
was not f ctored into its deliberation to consolidate all B-1s at Dyess AFB and how that 
would ah .ct training readiness and inherent costs involved with flying to more distant 
alternativ training areas. The inability to determine "a viable method" to address the 
ongoing 1 igation calls into question the overall credibility of scores related to Dyess 
training a :as, and represents a substantial deviation fiom the BRAC criteria. 

Air Forct Statement: "The scoring methodology only considered the relative distance 
of entry a1 cl exit points to the subject installations." 

Comment The Air Force methodology for calculating the MCI score for bomber bases 
only inclut ed a quantitative assessment of ranges and routes, with no analysis of access, 
availabilit: flying limitations or true quality of heavy bomber training. This analysis 
fails to ev: uate any factors that may cause adverse impact on training and readiness, and 
fails altogc her to consider the ramifications of adding 24 B- 1 s to the Dyess inventory. 
The Direct 'r of Air Space Operations at Air Combat Command, Major General DeCuir, 
in a sworn tatement to the court commented on the effect of the court imposed 
restrictions "It is my personal andprofessional opinion that losing the ability to use IR- 
178 and thl Lancer MOA as currently conJigured will cause grievous and irreparable 
harm to Ai, Force training and the ability of the Air Force to meet its national defense 
objectives. He went on to state: "These changes to the bomber trainingprogram, 
which wour ' be in effect while the Air Force completes the SEIS and the FAA takes 
action accc dingly, do not in my opinion, allow aircrews to fully meet necessa y realistic 
training ob, lctives. " 

Air Force t tatement: "The Air Force voluntarily returned its training altitude to 500 fi 
AGL pendi~ ; the outcome of a SEIS." 

Comment: 1 t is disturbing that the Air Force would apparently represent the status of the 
court impos cl flying limitations as being "voluntarily~~ self-imposed. The facts, 
however, art indisputable. On January 31,2005, the 5th Circuit directed that the district 
court set opt ating conditions under which the Air Force could continue to use the RBTI, 
pending the utcome of the SEIS. These conditions would not be "voluntary." The Air 
Force, seekil g to avoid harsher restrictions requested by the plaintiffs, asked the court to 
accept certai limitations greater than those specified in the Air Force ROD that would 
still allow aii :rews "the opportunity to train as realistically as possible." The ROD 
would have i lowed flights in the MTR down to 300 feet AGL, and in the MOA down to 
3,000 feet A( L. On June 29,2005, the district court incorporated the Air Force proposed 
restrictions a d imposed a floor of 500 feet AGL in the MTR, and 12,000 feet MSL in the 
MOA, pendi g the SEIS. These limitations are set under a court order and are in no way 
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what res -ictions might apply, before the supplemental EIS has even been completed and 
any subs quent plaintiff challenges to the Department's analysis have been heard. The 
Air Forc seems to be suggesting advanced foresight in knowing with certainty that the 
court wil dismiss as meritless any arguments to be made by plaintiffs seeking greater 
limitatio~ s (e.g. 1,000 ft AGL minimum floor in the MTR), something that should never 
be assum d in litigation. 

Air Forc Statement: "As regards the volume of airspace, Dyess has "2.3 times the 
volume o airspace as Ells~orth. '~ 

Commen : This is not only irrelevant, it is misleading. First, the amount of airspace in 
comparisc I to Ellsworth has nothing to do with the actual question, which is how Dyess 
AFB wou I fare under an MCI score that accounts for the restrictions imposed by 
litigation. Further, the issue is whether the Air Force has an equivalent alternative to the 
RBTI wit1 n the 300-mile radius of Dyess, not whether there is generic airspace available 
to Dyess (I elonging to other installations and probably approved for other types of 

I 
aircraft). ,. 
creation & 
simulators 
would not , 

'he RBTI was designed specifically for heavy bomber training and is a unique A 

- - p e l -  
ituated at intervals alongaSpeLllfic low-level ingress route. The Air Force 
ave created the RBTI, if it was not needed. The available "&-space" the Air 

Force imp1 :s can serve as a substitute to the RBTI was there before the GTI was 
established but apparently not adequate - hence why the RBTI was created. So, it 
appears odc that the Air Force would now assert that this same airspace can adequately 
replace the :BTI if it should be closed-down or limited by action of the court. In a 
separate sw rn affidavit by Major General DeCuir, he unequivocally stated, "The other 
sites, even c )llectively, would not be able to absorb the additional training hours 
required if t e Dyess and Barksdale units were displaced from RBTI. '" 

Plear : understand, I am not advocating the consolidation of the nation's B-1B 
fleet at E l l s ~  )rth AFB, as an alternative to Dyess AFB. To the contrary, I believe it to be 
in this count) 1's best interest to maintain the two separate B- 1B bases we now have - in 
terms of= wing their security, operational effecfiveness and overall quality of . 
&lnmg It I vitally important, therefore, that you receive the most accurate information 
available. 

Thad you for your consideration. 

Respecthlly yours, 

( ~ o h n  Thune 
United States Senator 
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MILITA 3Y VALUE OF THE AERIAL TRAINING ROUTES AND MILITARY 
OPERATING AREAS (MOA) SUPPORTING DYESS AFB 

The USAF suk nitted flawed, misleading and egregiously incomplete analysis with respect to 
the availability. zapability and future access to aerial training routes and MOAs supporting Dyess 
AFB. Inexplic: ~ l y ,  the USAF failed to acknowledge in its analysis, scoring and 
recommendatio s that Dyess' primary training route (IR-178) and Lancer MOA, together known 
as the Realistic iomber Training Initiative (RBTI), are in fact operating subject to a Federal 
District Court o ler that has placed limits on its availability and operating conditions. The USAF 
failed to considt . that this training route and MOA have been under continuous litigation since 
2000 and are, in kct, vulnerable to future litigation that could further limit USAF operations and 
access. The sen ce also failed to reveal in its recommendations that these key Dyess training 
assets will remai I subject to Court imposed restrictions until the USAF prepares a supplemental 
Environmental 11 ipact Statement (EIS) and both the court and FA4 issue new decisions on 
whether to retain these airspace training assets. Any such decision could result in yet further 
operational limit tions. Finally, the USAF negligently failed to consider the cumulative effects 
from an increase )f training requirements resulting from the addition of B-1 s coming from 
Ellsworth and a 1 msible court imposed cap on sortie-operations. As a consequence, the final 
DoD scoring vah : for Dyess AFB lacks integrity and was based upon flawed scores related to 
proximity to Airs ace Supporting Mission (ASM) and Low Level Routes under the Current and 
Future Mission c~ egory. The over-inflation of Dyess' assessed military value in this category - 
in comparison to llsworth AFB - was a principle determining factor in placing Ellsworth on the 
closure list. The1 :fore, DoD substantially deviated from its evaluation of military criteria and 
the recommended :onsolidation of the B-1 fleet at Dyess AFB should be rejected. 

LITIGATION BA lKGROUND 

As early as 1997, he Air Force recognized that the aerial training ranges available to aircraft 
proximate to Dyes and Barksdale AFB were inadequate for realistic and effective training to 
ensure readiness. 7 le Realistic Bomber Training Initiative was the result of that requirement. As 
such, an environmc ltal impact statement (EIS) was initiated in December 1997. The AF 
initiative generated significant controversy with over 1,500 written and oral comments in 
opposition. The Fi a1 Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was published in January, 2000. 
The AF Record of 1 lecision selected a route and range complex (IR-178 and the Lancer MOA) 
which it deemed cn ical to the effective training and readiness of bomber air crews stationed at 
Dyess and Barksdal AFB. After the FEIS was published in January, 2000, litigation was 
initiated in the Unit( d States District Court for the Western District of Texas on behalf of 
residents and organi ations adversely affected by the noise, vibration, vortices and loss of value 
of their property res lting from the training flights over their land. ' 

Two cases w re decided by the District Court and were consolidated on appeal to the 
United State: Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, which decided on October 12,2004 
that the Air F )rce and FAA compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 

' :~avis  Mountains Trai --Pecos Heritage Assoc., et. a]., ("Plaintiffs"), v. United States Air Force, et. al., 
("Defendants"), 249 F. S pp. 2d 763 (N.D. Tex. 2003); Welch v. USAF, 2001U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21081 (N.D. Tex., 
Dec. 19,2001) 

1 
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U.S.C. 1321-4370(f), was defective. The Court of Appeals vacated the AFYs Record of 
'Decisi n, the decisions of the district court and the FAA orders approving the Realistic 
Bombc - Training Initiative (RBTI) and ordered the AF to prepare a supplemental EIS 
(SEIS) (Westlaw at 2004 WL 2295986, No. 02-60288 (5th Cir. Oct. 12,2004)). 

On Jar iary 3 1,2005, the appellate court on petition for rehearing, denied the Air Force a 
rehean ~g but granted continued use of the RBTI pending the preparation of the EIS 
"under 2onditions of operation set by the district court." (2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 1620) 

On Jur : 29,2005, the district court issued an order imposing flying restrictions proposed 
by the JSAF (under FCIF A05-01) to allow limited use pending the SEIS; thus setting 
limitat Ins on the Air Force that no aircraft will fly lower than 500 ft. AGL, AP/l B 
altitudc in IR-178, and no lower than 12,000 fi. MSL when utilizing Lancer MOA. 

From the forel jing, it is apparent that Dyess' access to the RBTI throughout the foreseeable 
hture is far I?( n being a settled issue. The approval of the SEIS is a lengthy process, potentially 
lasting up to t~ o years, assuming no further legal challenges. The RBTI's fume availability as 
an optimal trai ing range is, in fact, tenuous at best and vulnerable to finding itself in a 
continuous liti ation limbo. In effect, Dyess access to RBTI is presently under the control of the 
district court, r ~t the Air Force. And, it is operating under altitude limitations which render the 
training inadec late when compared to alternative MOAs (e.g. compare to Powder River MOA, 
Hays MOA, B lle Fourche MTR, Nevada Test & Training Ranges (NTTR) and the Utah NTTR). 

QUALITY OF TRAINING UNDER COURT ORDER 

On January 5, 005, the Director of Air and Space Operations, Air Combat Command, filed with 
the appellate cc urt two separate declarations. -~irst,  he asserted the essential nature of IR-1 78 
and the Lancer VIOA to the readiness and training of the Dyess AFB bombers. His declaration 
described the c lntinued use of the RBTI as critical. Second, he asserted the Air Force will make 
temporary ope1 ltional changes to its use of the RBTI by flying no lower than 500 feet above 
ground level 01 the published minimum altitudes on IR-178, whichever is higher and that aircraft 
will fly no low1 r than 12,000 feet mean sea level (an increase of approximately 6,000 ft.) during 
normal training operations in the Lancer MOA (FCIF A05-01). 

As to th : matters of military value, two major discrepancies are generated by the 
declarat ons. First, these proffered changes are characterized as temporary, implying that 
these lir itations will be abandoned when the Supplemental EIS and resulting Record of 
Decisio are completed. No doubt, this will be challenged in the courts by the plaintiffs 
when th , Supplemental EIS is completed, unless the Air Force abandons the present 
location 3f the RBTI site. At a minimum, this represents substantial delay in final judicial 
approva , if such final approval can ever be obtained. The second declaration is an 
acknow zdgement that the court accepted limitations are inadequate for Air Force 
training "[Tlhe changes to the bomber training program, which would be in effect while 
the Air orce completes the SEIS and the FAA takes action accordingly, do not, in my 
opinion. allow aircrews to fully meet necessary realistic training objectives." 
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Thus, by the a1 mission of the Director of Air and Space Operations, Air Combat Command, 
adequate train] ~g objectives for the B- 1 B bomber crews presently stationed at Dyess AFB cannot 
be met with th court imposed restrictions of June 29,2005. 

FUTURE LIT: 3ATION 

As this matter as been in litigation since at least 2001, it is reasonable to conclude that litigation 
could, and pro1 ably will, continue pending the results of the SEIS .~  However, the recommended 
consolidation ( fall USAF B1 -B operations at Dyess AFB raises numerous new issues that have 
yet to be addre sed: 

The col a r t  order of June 29,2005, and prior filings, make no mention of Air Force plans 
to cons1 lidate and double the number the B-1B aircraft at Dyess AFB. 

Althoul 1 the January, 2005 court order was well before the BRAC recommendations 
were ar iounced, it should be noted that the USAF failed to advise the district court of the 
BRAC =commendations after their release and the possibility of increased flight 
activitit ; at Dyess (an estimated 35% increase in annual missions utilizing the RBTI). 

o Vhatever the existing baseline of flight operations in the RBTI, that number will 
lcrease significantly if all B-1 Bs are located to Dyess AFB - unless the Air Force 
ccepts a significant decrease in readiness and training. As noted by the appellate 

I ourt in its reversal and remand of the case, the implementing regulations of 
TEPA, promulgated by the President's Council on Environmental Quality, at 40 

1 '.F.R. 1502.9(~)(1), ". . . require agencies to supplement an EIS if the agency 
I lakes substantial changes to the proposed action or significant new 
( rcumstances or information arise bearing on the proposed action or its impacts." 

It is clel . that the Air Force will be required to supplement the RBTI EIS to reflect the 
impacts ~ssociated with the increase in use of the RBTI training areas. The potential 
increase of required sortie-operations will only exacerbate the complaints raised by 
plaintiff , thereby leading to further litigation delaying and jeopardizing the final 
approva of the RBTI project. 

o T %ile the failure of the Air Force to inform the court of these issues is a matter 
f .r the court to address, the failure of the Air Force to apprise the Base Closure 
( ~mmission of the limitations on use and challenges to the RBTI represents a 
s rious omission and should be sternly addressed by the Commission in the 
c tntext of its evaluation of the Air Forces credibility in preparing their military 
\ tlue assessments. 

o C f particular note, the Air Force's analysis of the environmental implications of 
tl e recommended closure of Ellsworth and the movement to Dyess reflects that 
" . . flight operations at Dyess have been diverted, delayed or rerouted because of 
n lise. Additional operations may further impact this constraining factor and 

It should be notec to the Commission as a matter of significance, the State of Texas submitted an Amicus Curiae 
brief in support of E aintiffs in their successful appeal before the Fifth Circuit. 

3 
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CONCLUSIOI 

therefore further restrict operations." This particular comment is noteworthy for 
three reasons: 

By placing it in the analysis for environmental implications of the 
recommendation, the Air Force has relegated this constraining factor to a 
category of the statutory criteria that does not pertain to military value, 
thereby avoiding the clear implication of the constraint on readiness; 

The language used is similar to that reported for other gaining bases, 
thereby masking the constraint and implying that this limitation on use is 
not worthy of special attention as a matter embroiled in litigation; 

By commenting on the-need for analysis under NEPA in a routine manner, 
the Commission would not be alerted to the predictable contentiousness of 
the addition of significantly more sortie-operations in these range areas.3 

In assessing thc military value of IR- 178 and Lancer MOA, the analysis performed by the Air 
Force for the p rposes of BRAC 2005 implies that these training assets will be available to 
Dyess AFB wit lout limitation or qualification. As the facts suggest, the related USAF data and 
assumptions us d were grossly incorrect. In fact, the continued use of these ranges is now under 
the aegis of the udicial system and is potentially subject to additional litigation that renders the 
future use of th ranges supporting Dyess AFB problematic, at best. 

Although the Bast Closure statute includes an exemption from NEPA for the recommendations of the Department 
of Defense and the : tions of the Commission, this exemption does not extend to the implementation of the 
decisions of the Cor mission. Under ordinary circumstances, it would be appropriate for the Commission to assume 
that the AH Force ct 1 implement the decision of the Commission. However, no such assumption would be 
appropriate where, a here, there is a serious challenge to the closely related actions of the Air Force. 
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Air Force to prepa s supplement for training initiative 

Air Force to prepare supplement for training 
initiative 

01/12/2005 - LAN ;LEY AIR FORCE BASE, Va. (ACCNS) -The U.S. Air Force will 
prepare a supplem nt to the Realistic Bomber Training Initiative Final Environmental 
Impact Statement s directed by the Oct. 12, 2004, decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Fifth Circuit 

The supplement WI address the effects of wake vortices on ground structures associated 
with RBTI aircraft t aining. It will also address the effects of RBTI on civil and commercial 
aviation as specifie in the court's ruling. 

The draft supplemt ~t is scheduled to be released this spring. Two public hearings will be 
held in the West Tf (as area. Dates, locations and times for the public hearings as well as 
for the release of ti s supplement will be announced as they become available. 

Currently, the Air F rce continues to conduct training critical to national security on the 
route while awaitin further direction from the Court on its decision. 

u For more informatic I, call 1st Lt. Jennifer Tumminio at (757) 764-8338. 

Questi Bns or comments about this article? Send us an e-mail. 

Page 1 of 1 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

LUBBOCK DIVISION ,- -. 
t 1J.S. DiSTRiCT COURT ' 

b'ORTlfERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DAVlS MO1 NTAINS TRANS-PECOS 
FILED 

HERITAGE ISSOCIATION, et al., 1 
1 

Plaintiffs, 1 I 
CI.ERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT 

v. 1 
) 

UNITED ST, TES AIR FORCE, et al., 
) Civil Action No. 

Defendants. ) 5:Ol -CV-289-C 

ORDER 

On thi date the Court considered: 

(1) Plaintiffs' (DMTPHA) Motion and Brief for Hearing on Operating Conditions for 

RBTI Pending Completion of SEIS and Issuance of Agency Decisions on 

Remand, filed April 2 1,2005, by Davis Mountains Trans-Pecos Heritage 

4ssociation, et al. ("Plaintiffs"); 

(2) Iefendants' Opposition and Brief in Response to Plaintiffs' Motion for Post- 

.emand Hearing, filed May 1 1,2005, by the United States Air Force, et al. 

bcDefendant~"); 

(3) Plaintiffs' (DMTPHA) Brief Addressing Operating Conditions for RBTI Pending 

:ompletion of SEIS and Issuance of Agency Decisions on Remand, filed 

4arch 9,2005; 
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(4) Defendants' Corrected Brief on Remand, filed April 27,2005;' 

( 5 )  Plaintiffs' (DMTPHA) Reply Brief Addressing Operating Conditions for RBTI 

Pending Completion of SEIS and Issuance of Agency Decisions on Remand, filed 

April 15,2005; and 

(6)  Defendants' Post-Remand Reply Brief, filed April 15,2005. 

After :onsidering all the relevant arguments and evidence, this Court finds as follows: 

(1) Plaintiffs' Motion for Hearing on Operating Conditions for RBTI 

Pending Completion of SEIS and Issuance of Agency Decisions on 

Remand is DENIED for the reason that adequate briefing on the 

issues has been completed by the parties; 

(2) The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals Order issued January 3 I ,  2005 

On Petition for Rehearing allowed the operation of the RBTI to 

zontinue pending the outcome of the supplemental environmental 

mpact statement. The Fifth Circuit directed this Court to set the 

:onditions under which the RBTI may continue; 

(3) In January 12,2005, the Air Force issued Flight Control 

nfonnation File A05-01 ("FCIF A05-0 I"), titled "IR- 178 and 

ANCER MOA Procedures," to Air Combat Command, Air 

; rational Guard, and Air Force Reserve Command units; 

'Defend, nts filed Defendants' Brief on Remand on March 10,2005. Defendants filed 
their Corrected kief on Remand because the declarations and exhibits filed in support of 
Defendants' po: -remand brief did not conform to the appendix requirement of Local Rule 7.1 (i). 
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(4) FCIF A05-01 directs the following restrictions to be in effect until 

further notice: (a) Aircrews utilizing IR-178 will fly no lower than 

500 ft. AGL, APIlB altitude, or minimum altitudes set by the 

controlling airspace manager, whichever is higher, and @) 

Aircrews utilizing the LANCER MOA will fly no lower than 

12,000 MSL; 

( 5 )  The RBTI may continue as previously conducted with the addition 

of the FCIF A05-01 restrictions, pending the completion of SEIS 

and issuance of agency decisions on remand; 

(6)  The restrictions addressed by FCIF A05-01 adequately address the 

relevant issues until such time as the SEIS and agency decisions 

are completed; and 

(7) The RBTI is otherwise unchanged pending the SEIS and agency decisions 

on remand. 

SO ORDERED this 29 <ay of .lmf 

P 
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IN THE UNlTED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE FIFTH CIRCUIT 

DAVIS MOU I'l'A.DE TRANS-PECOS 
HERITAGE P 3SOCLATION, 9 

0 
'laintiffs-Appellants, 0 

v. 
0 
3 Case No. 03-10506 
0 

UNITED STA ES A.IR FORCE, 0 ADDITIONAL DECLARATION 
et. al. 6 OF MAJOR GENERAL 

8 KEMVETH M. DECUIR 
1 efendants-Appellees. 8 

Pursuant to 28 1 S.C. 5 1746, I declare as follows: 

1. I am 1 [ajor General Kenneth M. DeCuir. Since March of 2004, I have served 

as the Director o Air and Space Operations for the Air Combat Command (ACC) at 

Langley Air Forc Base, Virginia. Before that I served in various flying and staff 

positions within t ie United States Air Force (USAF) over the past 30 years. I make this 

declaration based In my own personal knowledge and experience, as well as infomation 

made available to ne during the course of my commissioned service with the Air Force. 

2. I am familiar n th the types of airspace used for training aviators throughout the Air 

Combat Cornmanc I am familiar with the airspace and training assets associated with 

the Realistic Bomt :r Training Initiative (RBTI), which includes Instrument Route 178 

Page I 
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(IR-178) and tl : Lancer Military Operations Area (MOA). I understand the strategies 

and tactics emF oyed by B- 1 and B-52 aircrews. I am fkmiliar with the litigation, Davis 

Mountaim v. b y . .  It is my personal and professional opinion that losing the ability to 

use IR-178 and he Lancer MOA as  currently configured will cause grievous and 

irreparable ham to Air Force training and the ability of the Air Force to meet its national 

defense objectiv s. 

3. Should this C ~urt  grant our petition for clarification, the Air Force can make the 

following tempo uy operational changes to the RBTI between the time the Court grants 

the petition and 1 ztil the Air Force completes the Record of Decision for the 

Supplemental En ironmental Impact Statement (SEIS) and the Federal Aviation 

Administration ac s upon it: 

a. Aircraf will fly no lower than 500 feet Above Ground Level (50OYAGL) or the 

published minimu n altitudes on IR-178 as set forth in the AP/lB, whichever is higher, 

while engaged in r xmal training operations on IR-178. 

b. Aircratt i l l  not fly lower than 12,000 feet Mean Sea Level (12,000' MSL) 

during normal trai~ ng operations in the Lancer Military Operations Area 

4. These voluntary 2perational changes are designed to minimize the potential for 

impacts on civil avj ition and ground s t r ukes ,  which the Court determined was 

inadequately anaIyz d. The changes to the bomber training program, which would be in 

effect while the Air :orce completes the SEIS and the FAA takes action accordingly, do 

Page 2 
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not, in my c inion, allow aircrews to filly meet necessary realistic training objectives. 

However, sl auld the Court allow these temporary measures, our aircrews will adhere to 

them in the lterim to preserve the opportunity to continue training as realistically as 

possible. 

I decl re under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed 
I 

Page 3 

Air Combat Command 
Director of Air and Space Operations 
Langley Air Force Base, VA 23665-2789 
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Beauchamp, Arthui , CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: 
Sent: 

Subject: 

RSS dd - WSO BRAC Clearinghouse 
Monday, July 18,2005 12:13 PM 
BRAC Inquiry Workflow 
Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C05831FW: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: 
Ellsworth AFB 

Attachments: BI-0134,CT-0547, Ellsworth, 15 Jul05.pdf 

Please provide a responc ! to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse NLT noon Wednesday, 20 July, 
2005, with the designatec signature authority, in PDF format. 

When contacting the C le  -inghouse, please refer to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0583. 

Thank yo~ i  for your coope ation and timeliness in this matter. 

OSD BRAC Clearinghous : 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Beauchamp, Arthu , CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2r 35 12:06 PM 
To: RSS dd - WSO BRAC 1 learinghouse 
Cc: Sillin, Nathaniel, CIV, VSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Flood, Glenn, CIV, 
OASD-PA; Hoggard, Jack, TR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG; Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO- 
BRAC 

,, 9ubject: RE: OSD BRAC ( learinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Please coordinate the follc ving: 

In response to the Air Forc j's comment "...We are unable to address the underestimated square footage capability at 
Ellsworth because it is not lualified as to type of square footage ..." we are provide the following update: 

"The square foota! 3 at Ellsworth is the total gross facility square footage (SF). It was estimated in the COBRA 
report as 3,684,000, but ac :ording to base officials the sq foot is 4,488,689 (excludes military housing). This is a 
decrease of 805,000 SF or 3bout 18 percent SF." 

Given this oversight we rec lest an Air Force review of impacts to Ellsworth military value scoring. Thanks. 

rlArt Beauchamp 
(703) 699-2934 

BI-0134 CT-0547 
Ellsworth 15 ... 

From: RSS dd - WSC BRAC Clearinghouse 
Sent: Friday, July 1' 2005 1:ll PM 
To: Beauchamp, i thur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Sillin, Nathani , CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cirillo, Frank, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Cook, Robert, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Flood, Glenn, CIV, OASD-PA; 
Hoggard, Jack CTR, WSO-OSD-DST JCSG 
MI: OSD BRA Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Attached is the response to lour inquiry, OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker # C0547 (pdf file is provided). 
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OSD BRAC Clearinghoi ;e 

-----Original Message---- 
m: Cook Jeannette J Ziv SAFJIEBB On Behalf Of BRAC Inquiry Workflow 

nt: Friday, July 15, 2( 15 10:56 AM 
To: RSS dd - WSO BRAC Clearinghouse 
Subject: RE: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Attached is the answer tc subject tasker. 

<< File: BI-0134,CT-( 547, Ellsworth, 15 Jul O5.pdf >> << File: BI-0134, CT-0547, Atch 1 Ellsworth - 
Airspace within 300Nl Lpdf >> << File: BI-0134, CT-0547, Atch 2 Dyess - Airspace within 300NM.pdf >> 

JJ Cook 

-----Original Message----- 
From: RSS d - WSO BRAC Clearinghouse 
Sent: Wedn ;day, July 13, 2005 3:26 PM 
To: BRAC lquiry Workflow 
Subject: OSD E AC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Please provide a rer Ionse to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse NLT noon Friday, 
15 July 2005, w i th  he designated signature authority, in PDF format. 

When contacting th Clearinghouse, please refer to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547. 

Thank you for your ooperation and timeliness in this matter. 

OSD B R A C  Clearir $ouse 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Beauct- mp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Sent: Wedne day, July 13, 2005 2:54 PM 
To: RSS dd WSO BRAC Clearinghouse 
Cc: Small, I mneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Sillin, Nathaniel, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, Justin, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Ellswor I AFB 

Clearinghouse: 

1. During the recent B M C  Commissioners visit to Ellsworth AFB, SD it was discovered that the Air Force 
underestimated the sq are footage capability at Ellsworth by 80,000 sq feet. Please validate this? 

2. Assuming that the $ luare footage was underestimated, what is the impact, if any, on the MCI scoring for Ellsworth 
given this added capac ty? Does it improve? If so, by how many points? 

3. In discussion with E sworth personnel and the Ellsworth community, as well as our own analysis we determined 
that Ellsworth AFB has he basic capacity to beddown all 67 B-1 Bombers in the Air Force fleet with a MILCON 
investment of about $6 1M. While the MILCON cost to prepare Dyess to receive the consolidated B-1 Fleet is $124M. 
Can you also confirm tl s? If so, why not consolidate the B-1 fleet at Ellsworth given this cost savings? 

4. The attached map ovides a perspective on placement of the B-1 on the Ellsworth flightline, as you can see the 
capacity is there for all 7 B-1 s. 

Art Beauchamp 
Senior ~nalyst, Air Forc 3 Team 
BRAC Commission R& Staff 
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Sir, Belov is my proposed response to Mr. Art Beauchamp. 

Cut line 

Mr. Beauc amp, 

1 .) The at ached COBRA report lists Ellsworth's gross facility square footage (SF) as 3,684,000. 
The SF for Ellsworth as per the GSF BRAG Question 28445 was 4,488,689 as adjudicated. 
Ellsworth ,FB GSF excluding military family housing continues to be 4.4M SF. That is a 

decrease ( ' 805,000 SF or 18%. HQ AF has been unable to answer why or from where the 
report dec ?ased our facility square footage. 

2.) Yes, E sworth has the capability to bed down the entire 5 1  fleet. With the extra docks we 
have in thf south ramp, our excellent airfield pavements, the space that the 37'" BS just vacated 
last month the extra simulator building that will be available in spring '06, and the extra capacity 
in our sup( 3rt facilities such as housing, dormitories, and the medical facility we have from 
previously laving 4 Wtngs, we can absorb the entire fleet today. We have prepared a list of 
future MIL1 ON facility projects for $49.5M to support long term sustainment of the B-1 in 
attachmen two for your consideration if needed. 

Vlr, 
Mark H. \I\, heeler, PE, MS 
Deputy Ba e Civil Engineer 
Ellsworth / 'B, SD 
Ph. 605-32 i-2660 

Attach: 
1. C( BRA SF.PDF 
2. Fu Ire MILCON.doc 

From: Bee champ, Arthur, CN, WSO-BRAC [rnalb:Arthur.BeaudrampQ~~~.whs.mll] 
Sent: Thui day, July 14, 2005 9:40 AM 
To: Rollins lennlfer A Capt 28 W/XP 
Cc: Garrett Dave S LtCol28 BW/DS 
Subjecb ( ~estions 

Capt Rollin , 

A follow-up Lo our phone conversation. 

We would 1 re to know the specifics on the square footage shortage. At the visit, it was 
mentioned ?at the square footage shortage for Ellsworth was 80,000 sq feet. Can you confirm 
this? H tru~ please what specifically does the shortage entail-land, flightline, hanger, etc.,. 

Also, does illsworth have the capability to beddown the entire fleet of B-Is? If I remember 
correctly I as told yes. If so, what are the MILCON shortages or issues in general regarding 
facilities an infrastructure. 

Tks. 

M Beauch mp 
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The followin r table identifies future MILCON facilities at Ellsworth AFB to support 
long term su ctainment of the 8-1. 

:priority 1 I 
L 

7- ' - " n - - - r - * - u - - . x r a r - w  a Xl--.la-*aru-- - xnnx*--w *ahx rxu 

1 ?I ride Hangar (7504) (modify) 
---a --w*-e-**xrrr.r--m*rr*aau-."wwp 

1 2 1 1 ock 42 (modify) 
* .- 4% . - . . - . "  -----" %a~--w%--%m---s--- .- *#%W 

: 3 f l  ock 43 (modify) I 
-w---*<*-a%*"- ,.%---"--*%*- -- 

p d a ~ d o o r s / f ~ ~ 6  Docks (S1.5M each) 9.0 

5 1 zrospace Ground Equipment Facility (new) 15.0 
?---+----~-~-̂  - --**--* I * ~ m ~ % . - * x * u r x r w  n%'---m*-*-**-*w*c- -**- nx 

6 A ?mament Facility (new) 10.0 
' w- - , - - - , ,  -- .*w+-.- - -. - -- -m"'-. m%a-vw. -%+---W- *W%- -*- -. 

7 ; F tel Tank (12,000 BBL) (new) " -0 
%----%.- " " W ~ ~  --*,,w *,-, ,**w* , -a** ----- ,,,M<* 

8 A rcraft Maintenance Unit Facility (new) 6.0 
1 

s\\p-* .+- ,-v -m--,-e-- x - m  .~w~,we,m,.,,*-,.,, ,., .,,,," -,,,.,, ,*%ir6\%w+,\s~ &- -\w_.w<*.w" sx*- , 

s Total 1 49.5 
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' ~tkucharn~ ,  Arthur CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: 
Sent: 

bject: 

Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Thursday, July 14, 2005 1 :45 PM 
Brennan Timothy Ctr SAFIIEBB 
RE: OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Tim, 

I have inquiries to Ellswor i on the square footage. rlArt 

From: Brennan Tit othy Ctr SAFIIEBB 
Sent: Thursday, 3 ly 14, 2005 8:48 AM 
To: Beauchamp Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: MI: OSD B 4C Clearinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

I need some additional Iformation to answer your questions below: 

1. Square footage: wh, t is referred to? Ramp space? Hangar space? If you can provide what you calculated we 
may be able to commer . 
2. Square footage was :ported by the installation with an as of date of 30 Sep 03. Why was the amount of 
square footage under-re roted? 
3. I understand the are: of the map to show aircraft can fit. Is there accompanying information that describes 
PCN, condition of ram1 etc.? 

anks. 

Tim Brennan 
S AFIIEBB 
(703) 692-633 1 
DSN 222-633 1 

-----Original Message----- 
From: RSS dd - W 3 BRAC Clearinghouse 
Sent: Wednesday July 13, 2005 3:26 PM 
To: BRAC Inqui~ Workflow 
Subject: OSD BRAC ( earinghouse Tasker C0547: Ellsworth AFB 

Please provide a respon e to the inquiry below and return to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse NLT noon Friday, 15 
July 2005, with the des gated signature authority, in PDF format. 

When contacting the C1 aringhouse, please refer to OSD BRAC Clearinghouse Tasker C0547. 

Thank you for your coo eration and timeliness in this matter. 

OSD BRAC Clearinghc rse 

.----Original Message----- 
Beauchamp 4rthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Wednesday July 13, 2005 2:54 PM 

To: RSS dd - W 1 BRAC Clearinghouse 
Cc: Small, Kenn th, CIV, WSO-BRAC; Sillin, Nathaniel, CN, WSO-BRAC; Breitschopf, Justin, CN, WSO-BRAC 
Subject: Ellsworth Af 1 

1 
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L C  
Clearinghouse: 

% 1. During the recent B W  2 Commissioners visit to Ellsworth AFB, SD it was discovered that the Air Force underestimated 
'ie square footage capat lity at Ellsworth by 80,000 sq feet. Please validate this? 

(IVr Assuming that the s q ~  ire footage was underestimated, what is the impact, if any, on the MCI scoring for Ellsworth 
given this added capacity Does it improve? If so, by how many points? 

3. In discussion with Ells! lorth personnel and the Ellsworth community, as well as our own analysis we determined that 
Ellsworth AFB has the ba ic capacity to beddown all 67 B-1 Bombers in the Air Force fleet with a MILCON investment of 
about $69M. While the IV LCON cost to prepare Dyess to receive the consolidated 6-1 Fleet is $124M. Can you also 
confirm this? If so, why n .t consolidate the B-I fleet at Ellsworth given this cost savings? 

4. The attached map pro ides a perspective on placement of the B-1 on the Ellsworth flightline, as you can see the 
capacity is there for all 67 3-1 s. 

Art Beauchamp 
Senior Analyst, Air Force eam 
BRAC Commission R&A : taff 
(703) 699-2934 

<< File: EllsworthRamp.p 4 >> 
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From: 

Subject: 

Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Thursday, June 23,2005 5:38 PM 
Small, Kenneth, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Beauchamp, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Threat Assessment and Risk Mit:igation Plan Request on Consolidation of B1 Bomber Fleet 

Ken, request the followii g be sent to the Clearinghouse. This is a big concern with everyone involved with the 
consolidation of all B1 (f 7) at one location. Tks. Art 
............................... .---------------- 

Clearinghouse, 

As part of its BRAC recc nmendations, the Air Force has recommended to close Ellsworth AFB, SD and move all B1 
Bombers assigned at El ;worth AFB to Dyess AFB, TX. This is part of the Air Force's plan to consolidate all Air Force B1 
Bombers at Dyess AFB TX. 

Given this recomrnenda on, the BRAC would like a Threat Assessment completed on this action. Specifically, "what is 
the vulnerability to nai onal security and operational risk of placing all B1 Bombers in the Air Force at one 
location". The respon e should also address any threat mitigation actions. 

If response is classified ve have personnel cleared up to Top Secret, SCI. My POC is Art Beauchamp, (703) 699-2934. 

Tks. 

Ken Small 
BRAC, AF Team Lead 
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17 June 2009 

Inquiry Response 

Re: BI-00 3 (CT-0342) Dyess AFB Letters - Sen Hutchinson (15 Jun 05) 

Requester : Senator Kay Bailey Hutchinson 
Senator John Comyn 
Rcpresentatise Randy Neugebauer 

Question 1 What arc the ramp capacities for Dyess, Ellsworth, and Little Rock? 

Response: <amp capacities are contained in the responses to question 008 RamplApron 
Space. in S ction 28, Real Property (Secrions 21-30 (13.lhIR)) and can be accessed on 
the BRAC :eb site http://www.defenselinh.~nillhrac/minutes/brac databases.hrrn1. 
Organizatic 1 identifiers from the insrallation list (Installation List (38KB)) are as follows: 
Dyess-38,l Ilsworth-39, and Little Rock-68. 

Question 2 Please provide copies of all studie:~ concerning the ramp capacity at Dyess. 
Ellsworth, ad Little Rock. 

Response: 'he capacity analysis for Dyess and Ells\vonh are contained in the BCEG 
minuies of 4 August 2004, No formal capacitv analvsis was accomplished for Little 
Rock AFB y the Air Force because Little Rock AFB fell under the purview of the - id Training Joint Cross Senlice Group. During the scenario phase of the Air 
Force anal! is the Air Education and Training Command tvas asked if Little Rock had 
adequate cr! lacity to bed down additional C-130 aircraft. Their informal analysis 
confirmed t at itdequate capacity es~sted to acc~ommodate the Dyest; C-130 aircraft. 

Question 3 In recommending the transfer of the C-130s from Dyess to Little Rock, did 
the Air Forc : intend to preserve a certain amount of Dyess' ramp capacity to 
accommodi e future missions? 

fiesponse: hc .4ir Force maintains additional capacity throughout ils basing structure to 
accommodo : surge requirements to support its operational requirements. 

Question 4: The available COBRA analtsis concerns only the DOD's recommendat~ons. 
Please !e the DOD's COBRA analysis for the scenano under which the B-1s at 
Ells\vorth u uld be transferred to Dyess, and D:iless iqfould retain its tu*o C- 130s 
squadrons. ' thc DOD did not perform this analysis. please provide the basis for 
deciding no1 o do so. Also, if  this COBRA analysis has not been done, i would 
appreciate 11 he Air Force would prepare such an analys~s and prot~de a copy to me. 

Response: '! le Air Force did not perform a COBRA analysis for a scenario for all B i - 3 s  
and ttvo Sclu drc~ns of C-130 aircraft a1 Dyess. The Air Forcc philoshophy emphasized 
consolidatin like mission design series aircraft at the same location to enhance 
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operatiuna and maintenance efficiencies. In addition. the capacity analysis for Dyess 
showed th; such a scenarlo \\auld result in  significant additioniil MILCOK costs. 

Question i Please pro\*ide any COBRA analyses that were done for the consolidation 
of all B-Is t Ellsworth. 

Response: rhcse was none accomplishcd. 

Question 6 Hocv many B- 1 s will be transferred from Ellsworth to Dyess? 
Response: 'he 23 PAA ass~gned to Ellsworth will be transfen-ed to Dyess. 

Question 7 Will all 67 R-  1 s be based at Dyess after the tmnsfer'? Tf not. how many 
R-Is \+/il l  bt based at Dyess and where will the rcma~ning B-Is be based? 

Response: . 11 I3 - I  Bs utill be asslgned to Dycss except for two test coded R-  IBs based at 
Edwards AT 3 CA. 

Question 8: What are the classifications of the B-1s at Dycss. I.c.. the number of aircraft 
that are corn at-coded, tra~ning-coded, test coded and RAI/Attrition Reserve? 

Response: 'I \is data was provided in the classified Fururc Force Plan provided to 
Congress on 5 March 2005 by the Joint Staff in accordance with Public Law 101-510 
Section 29 1 a)(C)4) of the Defense Base Clos~lrt: arid Realignment Act of 1990. 

Question 9: io\v \r, i l l  the R-Is he classified upon their transfer to Dyess? 

Response: 1' 2 mission coding of alrcrrrft in the B 1 -B fleet u i l l  be based on trainlng and 
operational 11 sslons needs. This coding may vary. oiler tlmc. as rn~ssion needs. 
maintenance qu~rernents, and attrition factors afl""ct the aircraft fleet. 

Approved 

%--- -3' 
DAVID L. JO 1AKSE.V. Lt Col. USAF 
Chief, Base Iit  ilignment and Closurc Division 
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- - I 11t 1 I u ~ ~ u r ~ b l c  ~11cl1iicl I . J ) o ] i i ~ n ~ ~ i e /  

:Ici111g Sccl-et:~! 
Dcp;~r~menr o f  le 4lr  I.osci. 
10'0 Air 1-oruc 'cnl;t~.o~: 
Il';ishi~igtotl, LIt 71 )7 F(! 

I ;im 1\r111ng to i q ~ t c s t  ~firb~.uiat~otl c o n c c r n ~ ~ n ~  thc Dclknse rIrpartlnr?l~'q r r c o n ~ m e n d n l ~ o ~ ~ s  t h a t  
thc 13-1s at Ells! ol-rll .IFF3 br. ~ransfel~clti lo rlvrss ,A1 13. and the ('-1 311s at Dycss AFB bc 
t!.a:lstl.rred lo 1.1 lc Roch 4FU. Flmendol-f .4i-U and Pctcrson .%1:B. S j l c c ~ l i c ~ l l ~ .  plcahc pnn IJC 
\\-r1tLct1 I I I ~ O I - I I I ; ~ ~  Jn conccming tlic foilon 111s. 

1 - \-I'lll 311 07' U-Is  bu based at I_)\:css L I ~ ~ C I '  lltc transtbr'.' I inot .  how many 13- 
I s n i l l  bc based at Dycss ard v, I~crr. \vill the relni~inin~ 13- 1 s be based'! 

-, - .  !!'IIL?I arc 111c clil~si Ijcillio~is ( ~ f  rl~e r3- 1 s at I lycss. i .c.. the tlumber of' 
aircl-afi  hat ;Ire comb;lt-codtl~l. II.BIIIIII~-COJCC~. 1tst C O ~ C ' C I  a id  BA1 
.41tri tit.rn l i c s e ~ ~ c '  

-1 Hot! 11 i l l  the 13- 1 's he classilicd upon rl:c~r 11~atistcl~ to D!,cs,s'j 

Since the 13.3nsc. Kk i l iyunc~i~ ard ('losw-e (RRAC)  C ' C I ~ I I I I I ~ S S I ~ ~ ~  IS C \ I ~ L ' C I I ~ ~ ~  I'C\ be\-\ i11g data lor 

upcolning rcgiolli rllcoilllg~. I rcspecirt~lly request a ~.csponsc as so011 us ~~uss ib l c  

Thank >.oil for yo; I- attcntlor~ in tll~s Inalrcr. I1 -? .oc t  s l ~ o u l d  113t.2 a n y  questions, pjcase do not 
11cs1tat~ 10 cormct nc 
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Beauchamp, Ari iur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: Taylor, Bo a (Thune) [Bob-Taylor@thune.senate.gov] 

Sent: Friday, Au lust 05, 2005 1 :52 PM 

To: Beauchan 1, Arthur, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

Subject: FW: Excel )t of DIA testimony from March 17, 2005 

Art, good testimony b) the Director, DIA, on strategic strike capability of a number of countries ... China, N. Korea, 
Iran, India, Syria, etc. . 

Current and Projected National Security Threats 
to the United States 

Vice Admiral Lowell E. Jacoby, U.S. Navy 
Director, Defense Intelligence Agency 

Statement For the Record 
Senate Armed Services Committee 

17 March 2005 

- 
Nuclear Weapons. Imrn diately behind terrorism, nuclear proliferation remains the most significant threats to our nation and 
international stability. Wt anticipate increases in the nuclear weapons inventories of a variety of countries to include China, 
India, Pakistan and Norti Korea. 

lran is likely continuing n clear weapon-related endeavors in an effort to become the dominant regional power and deter what 
it perceives as the poten al for US or Israeli attacks. We judge lran is devoting significant resources to its weapons of mass 
destruction and ballistic I iissile programs. Unless constrained by a nuclear non-proliferation agreement, Tehran probably will 
have the ability to produl ? nuclear weapons early in the next decade. 

With declining or stagna~ : conventional military capabilities, we believe North Korea considers nuclear weapons critical to 
deterring the US and RC ;. After expelling IAEA personnel in 2002, North Korea reactivated facilities at Yongbyon andclaims 
it extracted and weaponi ed plutonium from the 8,000 spent fuel rods. Earlier this year, Pyongyang publicly claimed it had 
manufactured nuclear WI 3pons. Kim Chong-il may eventually agree to negotiate away parts of his nuclear weapon stockpile 
and program and agree some type of inspection regime, but we judge Kim is not likely to surrender all of his nuclear 
weapon capabilities. We fo not know under what conditions North Korea would sell nuclear weapons or technology. 

India and Pakistan contit Je to expand and modernize their nuclear weapon stockpiles. We remain concerned over the 
potential for extremists tc gain control of Pakistani nuclear weapons. Both nations may develop boosted nuclear weapons, with 
increased yield. 

Chemical and Biologic I Weapons. Chemical and biological weapons pose a significant threat to our deployed forces, 
international interests an homeland. Numerous states have chemical and biological warfare programs. Some have produced 
and weaponized agents. While we have no intelligence suggesting these states are planning to transfer weapons to terrorist 
groups, we remain concc -ned and alert to the possibility. 

We anticipate the threat osed by biological and chemical agents will become more diverse and sophisticated over the next 
ten years. Major advancc 5 in the biological sciences and information technology will enable BW agent - both anti-human and 
anti-agricultural- develol nent. The proliferation of dual use technology compounds the problem. Many states will remain 
focused on "traditional" E /V or CW agent programs. Others are likely to develop nontraditional chemical agents or use 
advanced biotechnology o create agents that are more difficult to detect, easier to produce, and resistant to medical 
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cou pte&asures. 

Ballistic Missiles. Mosl m likely views its strategic forces, especially its nuclear armed missiles, as a symbol of great power 
status and a key deterre it. Nevertheless, Russia's ballistic missile force will continue to decline in numbers. Russia is fielding 
the silo-variant of the S: 27 Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and is developing a road-mobile variant and may be 
developing another new CBM and new Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM). It recently developed and is marketing 
a new Short Range Ball ,tic Missile (SRBM). Russia also is trying to preserve and extend the lives of Soviet-era missile 
systems. 

China is modernizing ar 1 expanding its ballistic missile forces to improve their survivability and war-fighting capabilities, 
enhance their coercion nd deterrence value and overcome ballistic missile defense systems. This effort is commensurate 
with its growing power t ~d more assertive policies, especially with respect to Taiwan. It continues to develop three new solid- 
propellant strategic mis: le systems--the DF-31 and DF31A road-mobile ICBMs and the JL-2 SLBM. By 2015, the number of 
warheads capable of tab leting the continental United States will increase several fold. 

China also is developin! new SRBMs, Medium Range Ballistic Missile (MRBMs), and Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile 
(IRBMs). They are a ke component of Beijing's military modernization program. Many of these systems will be fielded in 
military regions near Ta van. In 2004, it added numerous SRBMs to those already existing in brigades near Taiwan. In 
addition to key Taiwane e military and civilian facilities, Chinese missiles will be capable of targeting US and allied military 
installations in the regio to either deter outside intervention in a Taiwan crisis or attack those installations if deterrent efforts 
fail. 

We judge lran will have he technical capability to develop an ICBM by 2015. It is not clear whether lran has decided to field 
such a missile. lran con nues to field 1300-km range Shahab Ill MRBMs capable of reaching Tel Aviv, Iranian officials have 
publicly claimed they ar developing a new 2000-km-range variant of the Shahab Ill, Iranian engineers are also likely working 
to improve the accurac! of the country's SRBMs. 

North Korea continues ) invest in ballistic missiles to defend itself against attack, achieve diplomatic advantage and provide 
hard currency through 1 reign sales. Its Taepo Dong 2 intercontinental ballistic missile may be ready for testing. This missile 
could deliver a nuclear larhead to parts of the United States in a two stage variant and target all of North America with a three 
stage variant. North KO ?an also is developing new SRBM and IliBM missiles that will put US and allied forces in the region at 

Pakistan and lndia con! iue to develop new ballistic missiles, reflecting tension between those two countries and New Delhi's 
desire to become a gre ter regional power. Pakistan flight-tested its new solid-propellant MRBM for the first time in 2004. The 
Indian military is prepar ig  to field several new or updated SRBMs and an MRBM. lndia is developing a new IRBM, the Agni 
Ill. 

Syria continues to impr ve its missile capabilities, which it likely considers essential compensation for conventional military 
weakness. Syria is fielc i g  updated SRBMs to replace older and shorter-range variants. 

Several nations are det ?loping technologies to penetrate ballistic missile defenses. 

Cruise Missiles. Land. ittack Cruise Missiles (LACMs) and Lethal Unmanned Aerodynamic Vehicles (LUAVs) are expected to 
pose an increased thre t to deployed US and allied forces in various regions. These capabilities are already emerging in Asia. 

The numbers and cap2 ~ilities of cruise missiles will increase, fueled by maturation of land-attack and Anti-Ship Cruise Missile 
(ASCM) programs in E rope, Russia, and China, sales of complete systems, and the spread of advanced dual-use 
technologies and mate als. Countering today's ASCMs is a challenging problem and the difficulty in countering these systems 
will increase with the in -0duction of more advanced guidance and propulsion technologies. Several ASCMs will have a 
secondary land-attack ~le.  

China continues develc )ing LACMs. We judge by 2015, it will have hundreds of highly accurate air- and ground-launched 
LACMs. China is devel ping and purchasing ASCMs capable of being launched from aircraft, surface ships, submarines, and 
land that will be more c ~pable of penetrating shipboard defenses. These systems will present significant challenges in the 
event of a US naval for e response to a Taiwan crisis. 

In the next ten years, v ? expect other countries to join Russia, China, and France as major exporters of cruise missiles. lran 
and Pakistan, for instal :e, are expected to develop or import LACMs. India, in partnership with Russia, will begin production of 
the PJ-10, an advance anti-ship and land attack cruise missile, this year. 

Major Exporters. Rus a, China and North Korea continue to sell WMD and missile technologies for revenue and diplomatic 
influence. The Russiar government, or entities within Russia, continues to support missile programs and civil nuclear projects 
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in ~hina,?ran, India and Syria. Some of the civil nuclear projects can have weapons applications. Chinese entities continue to 
supply key technologies o countries with WMD and missile programs, especially Pakistan, North Korea and Iran, although 
China appears to be livi~ 1 up to its 1997 pledge to limit nuclear cooperation with Iran. North Korea remains the leading 
supplier of missiles and ?chnologies. In recent years, some of the states developing WMD or ballistic missile capabilities have 
become producers and I 3tential suppliers. lran has supplied liquid-propellant missile technology to Syria, and has marketed 
its new solid-propellant ! 3BM. 

We also are watching nc r-government entities and individual entrepreneurs. The revelations regarding the A.Q. Khan nuclear 
proliferation network sho I how a complex international network of suppliers with the requisite expertise and access to the 
needed technology, mid( emen and front companies can successfully circumvent international controls and support multiple 
nuclear weapons progral s. 

NATIONS OF INTERES 

Iran. lran is important to t e US because of its size, location, energy resources, military strength and antipathy to US 
interests. It will continue upport for terrorism, aid insurgents in lraq and work to remove the US from the Middle East. It will 
also continue its weapon: of mass destruction and ballistic missile programs. Iran's drive to acquire nuclear weapons is a key 
test of international resoh . and the nuclear nonproliferation treaty. 

Iran's long-term goal is to ee the US leave lraq and the region. Another Iranian goal is a weakened, decentralized and Shia- 
dominated lraq that is inci ]able of posing a threat to Iran. These goals and policies most likely are endorsed by senior regime 
figures. 

Tehran has the only milita ! in the region that can threaten its neighbors and Gulf stability. Its expanding ballistic missile 
inventory presents a poter ial threat to states in the region. As new longer range MRBMs are fielded lran will have missiles 
with ranges to reach man) 3f our European allies. Although lran maintains a sizable conventional force, it has made limited 
progress in modernizing it! conventional capabilities. Air and air defense forces rely on out-of-date US, Russian and Chinese 
equipment. Ground forces .uffer from personnel and equipment shortages. Ground forces equipment is also poorly 
maintained. 

We judge lran can briefly c )se the Strait of Hormuz, relying on a layered strategy using predominately naval, air, and some 
ground forces. Last year it urchased North Korean torpedo and missile-armed fast attack craft and midget submarines, 
making marginal irnproverr nts to this capability. 

The lranian government is able, exercising control through its security services. Few anti-government demonstrations 
occurred in 2004. Presiden Yhatami will leave office in June 2005 and his successor will almost certainly be more 
conservative. The political r form movement has lost its momentum. Pro-reform media outlets are being closed and leading 
reformists arrested. 

Syria. Longstanding Syrian )olicies of supporting terrorism and relying on WMD for strategic deterrence remain largely 
unchanged. Damascus is pr lviding intelligence on al-Qaida for the War on Terrorism. Its response to US concerns on lraq has 
been mixed. Men, material ; ~d money continue to cross the Syrian-Iraqi border likely with help from corrupt or sympathetic 
local officials. 

Damascus appears to be re: ,onding to calls from Lebanese anti-Syrian political forces and international pressure, including 
fellow Arab states, to remov, its troops and security forces from Lebanon. Regardless, Damascus will attempt to influence 
Lebanese events through its :onnections with Hizballah and other Lebanese political leaders and defense and security 
officials. 

Damascus likely sees oppori nities and risks with an unstable Iraq. Syria sees the problems we face in lraq as beneficial 
because our commitments ir raq reduce the prospects for action against Syria. However, Damascus is probably concerned 
about potential spill-over of 11 $qi problems, especially Sunni extremism, into Syria. We see little evidence of active regime 
support for the insurgency, b t Syria offers safe-haven to Iraqi Baathists, some of whom have ties to insurgents. 

Syria continues to support Lf  ianese Hizballah and several rejectionist Palestinian groups, which Damascus argues are 
legitimate resistance groups. 

Syria is making minor improvt nents to its conventional forces. It is buying modern anti-tank guided missiles and overhauling 
some aircraft, but cannot affo 1 major weapon systems acquisitions. 

President Bashar al-Asad is I ,ria's primary decision-maker. Since becloming President in 2000 upon the death of his father, 
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As& has'gradually repl zed long-serving officials. Potential domestic opposition to his rule - such as the Muslim Brotherhood 
- is weak and disorgani. ?d. We judge the Syrian regime is currently stable, but internal or external crises could rapidly 
threaten it. 

China. We do not expec Communist Parly Secretary and President Hu Jintao's succession to chairman of the Central Military 
Command (CMC) to sigr ficantly alter Beijing's strategic priorities or its approach to military modernization. The commanders 
of the People's Liberatio Army (PLA) Air Force, Navy, and Second Artillery (Strategic Rocket Forces) joined the CMC in 
September, demonstrati1 2 an institutional change to make China's military more "joint." The CMC traditionally was dominated 
by generals from PLA grt ~ n d  forces. 

China remains keenly int rested in Coalition military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq and is using lessons from those 
operations to guide PLA 1 lodemization and strategy. We believe several years will be needed before these lessons are 
incorporated into the arm d forces. We judge Beijing remains concerned over US presence in Iraq, Afghanistan and Central 
Asia. Beijing may also thi k it has an opportunity to improve diplonlatic and economic relations, to include access to energy 
resources, with other cou tries distrustful or resentful of US policy. 

China continues to develc ) or import modem weapons. Their acquisition priorities appear unchanged from my testimony last 
year. Priorities include sul narines, surface combatants, air defense, ballistic and anti-ship cruise missiles and modern 
fighters. China recently la1 ?ched a new conventional submarine and acquired its first squadron of modem Su-30lFLANKER 
aircraft for the naval air fo :es from Russia. The PLA must overcorrle significant integration challenges to turn these new, 
advanced and disparate \h !apon systems into improved capabilities. Beijing also faces technical and operational difficulties in 
numerous areas. The PLP :ontinues with its plan to cut approximately 200,000 soldiers from the Army to free resources for 
further modernization, an I itiative it began in 2004. 

Beijing was likely heartene by President Chen Shui-bian coalition's failure to achieve a majority in the recent Legislative Yuan 
elections. We believe Chin has adopted a more activist strategy to deter Taiwan moves toward independence that will stress 
diplomatic and economic it Struments over military pressure. We believe China's leaders prefer to avoid military coercion, at 
least through the 2008 Oly lpics, but would initiate military action if it felt that course of action was necessary to prevent 
Taiwan independence. 

Beijing remains committed improving its forces across from Taiwan. In 2004, it added numerous SRBMs to those already 
existing in brigades near T: wan. It is improving its air, naval and ground capabilities necessary to coerce Taiwan unification 
with the mainland and dete, US intervention. Last fall, for instance, a Chinese nuclear submarine conducted a deployment that 
took it far into the western F ~cific Ocean, including an incursion into Japanese waters. 

North Korea. After more th. 2 a decade of declining or stagnant ecorlomic growth, Pyongyang's military capability has 
significantly degraded. The iorth's declining capabilities are even more pronounced when viewed in light of the significant 
improvements over the Sam period of the ROK military and the US-ROK Combined Forces Command. Nevertheless, the 
North maintains a large con, ?ntional force of over one million soldiers, the majority of which we believe are deployed south of 
Pyongyang. 

North Korea continues to pri ritize the military at the expense of its ec:onorny. We judge this "Military First Policy" has several 
purposes. It serves to deter I S-ROK aggression. Nationwide conscription is a critical tool for the regime to socialize its citizens 
to maintain the Kim family in lower. The large military allows Pyongyang to use threats and bravado in order to limit US-ROK 
policy options. Suggestions c sanctions, or military pressure by the US or ROK are countered by the North with threats that 
such actions are "an act of w r" or that it could "turn Seoul into a sea of fire." Inertia, leadership perceptions that military power 
equals national power and th inability for the regime to change without threatening its leadership also explains the continuing 
large military commitment. 

The North Korean People's P n y  remains capable of attacking South Korea with artillery and missile forces with limited 
warning. Such a provocative 3 ,  absent an immediate threat, is highly unlikely, counter to Pyongyang's political and economic 
objectives and would prompt South Korean-CFC response it could not effectively oppose. 

Internally, the regime in Pyon! fang appears stable. Tight control over the population is maintained by a uniquely thorough 
indoctrination, pervasive secu ty services and Party organizations, and a loyal military. 

Russia. Despite an improving ?conomy, Russia continues to face endemic challenges related to its post-Soviet military 
decline. Seeking to portray itst f as a great power, Moscow has made some improvements to its armed forces, but has not 
addressed difficult domestic PI lblems that will limit the scale and scope of military recovery. 

Icllsl Russian conventional forces h, re improved from their mid-1990s low point Moscow nonetheless faces challenges if it is to 
move beyond these limited iml ovements. Significant procurement has been postponed until after 2010 and the Kremlin is not 
spending enough to modernize Russia's defense industrial base. Russia also faces increasingly negative demographic trends 
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. 
andmilitaiy quality of lifc issues that will create military manning groblems. 

Moscow has been able 1 boost its defense spending in line with its recovering economy. Russia's Gross National Product 
averaged 6.7% growth c er the past five years, predominately from increased energy prices and consumer demand. Defense 
should continue to receij ? modest real increases in funding, unless Russia suffers an economic setback. 

Russia continues vigor01 ; efforts to increase its sales of weapons and military technology. Russia's annual arms exports 
average several billion dc tars. China and India account for the majority of Russia's sales, with both countries buying advanced 
conventional weapons, p ~duction licenses, weapon components and technical assistance to enhance their R&D programs. 
Efforts to increase its cus 3mer base last year resulted in increased sales to Southeast Asia. Russian sales are expected to 
remain several billion dot rrs annually for the next few years. 

Russia's struggle with the Shechen insurgency continues with no end in sight. Chechen terrorists seized a North Ossetian 
primary school where ove 330 people were killed and two Russian civilian airliners were bombed in flight last summer. Rebels 
continue targeting Russia s in Chechnya and Chechen officials cooperating with Moscow. While Moscow is employing more 
pro-Russian Chechen sec irity forces against the insurgents, the war taxes Russian ground forces. Although the Chechnya 
situation remains a minor ;sue to the average Russian, concerns over spreading violence prompted new government security 
initiatives and offered cow -for imposition of authoritarian political measures. 

Russian leaders continue characterize Operation IRAQI FREEDOM and NATO enlargement as mistakes. They express 
concerns that US operatio s in Iraq are creating instability and facilitating terrorism. Russian leaders want others to view the 
Chechen conflict as a stru! 3le with international terrorism and accuse those who maintain contact with exiled Chechen leaders 
or criticize Moscow's polici s toward Chechnya as pursuing a double standard. Russian officials are wary of potential US and 
NATO force deployments I ?ar Russia or in the former Soviet states. Concern that Ukraine under a President Yushchenko 
would draw closer to NATC and the EU was a factor motivating Russia's involvement in Ukraine's presidential election. 
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Porter J. Goss 

Before the  Senate Select Committee on lntelligence 

16 February 2005 
(as prepared for  delivery) 

Good mor ing, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice Chairman, Members of the Committee. 

It is my ho or to meet with you today to discuss the challenges I see facing America and its 
interests ir the months ahead. These challenges literally span the globe. My intention is to tell you 
what I beli ve are the greatest challenges we face today and those where our service as 
intelligenc~ professionals is needed most on behalf of the US taxpayer. 

We need t make tough decisions about which haystacks deserve to be scrutinized for the 
needles th t can hurt us most. And we know in this information age that there are endless 
haystacks verywhere. I do want to make several things clear: 

Our ~fficers are taking risks, and I will be asking them to take more risks--justifiable risks-- 
bec: Jse I would much rather explain why we did something than why we did nothing, 

l am ~sking for more competitive analysis, more collocation of analysts and collectors, and 
d e e ~  ?r collaboration with agencies thro~~ghout the lntelligence Community. Above all, our 
anal: ;is must be objective. Our credibility rests there. 

We c I not make policy. We do not wage war. I am emphatic about that and always have 
been We do collect and analyze information. 

With respec to the CIA, I want to tell you that my first few months as Director have served only to 
confirm whi I and Members of Congress have known about CIA for years. It is a special place-- 
an organizs ion of dedicated, patriotic people. In addition to taking a thorough, hard look at our 
own capabi ties, we are working to define CIA'S place in the restructured lntelligence Community-- 
a cornmunit that will be led by a new Director of National Intelligence--to make the maximum 
possible cor :ribution to American security at home and abroad. The CIA is and will remain the 
flagship age ICY, in my view. And each of the other 14 elements in the community will continue to 
make their i lique contributions as well. 
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Now, I turr to threats. I will not attempt to cover everything that could go wrong in the year ahead. 
We must, nd do, concentrate our efforts, experience and expertise on the challenges that are 
most pres: ng: defeating terrorism; protecting the homeland; stopping proliferation of weapons of 
mass desti ~ction and drugs; and fostering stability, freedom and peace in the most troubled 
regions of ie world. Accordingly, my comments today will focus on these duties. I know well from 
my 30 year in public service that you and your colleagues have an important responsibility with 
these open sessions to get information to the American'people. But I also know all too well that as 
we are bro: jcasting to America, enemies are also tuning in. In open session I feel I must be very 
prudent in r y remarks as DCI. 

Mr. Chairmi I, defeating terrorism must remain one of our intelligence community's core 
objectives, i ; widely dispersed terrorist networks will present one of the most serious challenges 
to US natior 11 security interests at home and abroad in the coming year. In the past year, 
aggressive r easures by our intelligence, law enforcement, defense and homeland security 
communitie: along with our key international partners have dealt serious blows to al-Qa'ida and 
others. D e s ~  te these successes, however, the terrorist threat to the US in the Homeland and 
abroad endu 3s. 

AI-QaIl la is intent on finding ways to circumvent US security enhancements to strike 
Americ Ins and the Homeland. 

It may e only a matter of time before al-Qla'ida or another group attempts to use chemical, 
biologic 4, radiological, and nuclear weapons (CBRN). 

Al-Qa'ic 3 is only one facet of the threat from a broader Sunniejihadist movement. 

The lrac conflict, while not a cause of extremism, has become a cause for extremists. 

We know from 2xperience that al-Qa'ida is a patient, persistent, imaginative, adaptive and 
dangerous opy lnent. But it is vulnerable and we and other allies have hit it hard. 

Jihadist ?ligious leaders preach millennia1 aberrational visions of a fight for Islam's survival. 
Sometirr 2s they argue that the struggle justifies the indiscriminate killing of civilians, even 
with chef ~ical, biological, radiological, or nuclear weapons. 

Our pursuit of a Qa'ida and its most senior leaders, including Bin Ladin and his deputy, Ayrnan al- 
Zawahiri is inter se. However, their capture alone would not be enough to eliminate the terrorist 
threat to the US iomeland or US interests overseas. Often influenced by al-Qa'ida's ideology, 
members of a b ~ader movement have an ability to plan and conduct operations. We saw this last 
March in the rail lay attacks in Madrid conducted by local Sunni extremists. Other regional groups- 
-connected to al 3a1ida or acting on their own--also continue to pose a significant threat. 

In Pakista , terrorist elements remain committed to attacking US targets. In Saudi Arabia, 
remnants f the Saudi al-Qa'ida network continue to attack US interests in the region. 

In Central \sia, the lslamic Jihad Group (IJG), a splinter group of the lslamic Movement of 
Uzbekistar has become a more virulent threat to US interests and local governments. Last 
spring the roup used female operatives in a series of bombings in Uzbekistan. 

In Southea t Asia, the Jemaah lslamiyah (JI) continues to pose a threat to US and Western 
interests in ndonesia and the Philippines, where JI is colluding with the Abu Sayyaf Group 
and possibl . the MILF. 
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# In I urope, Islamic extremists continue to plan and cause attacks against US and local 
intc ests, some that may cause significant casualties. In 2004 British authorities dismantled 
an I-Qa'ida cell and an extremist brutally killed a prominent Dutch citizen in the 
Net erlands. 

Islamic ex emists are exploiting the Iraqi conflict to recruit new anti-US jihadists. 

The s jihadists who survive will leave lraq experienced in and focused on acts of urban 
terrc ism. They represent a potential pool of contacts to build transnational terrorist cells, 
grou ts, and networks in Saudi Arabia, Jordan and other countries. 

Zarq wi has sought to bring about the final victory of Islam over the West, and he hopes to 
estat ish a safe haven in lraq from which his group could operate against "infidel" Western 
natio s and "apostate" Muslim governments. 

Other terror it groups spanning the' globe also pose persistent and serious threats to US and 
Western intt -ests. 

Hizba ah's main focus remains Israel, but it could conduct lethal attacks against US 
intere: 's quickly upon a decision to do so. 

Palest iian terrorist organizations have apparently refrained from directly targeting US or 
Weste i interests in their opposition to Middle East peace initiatives, but pose an ongoing 
risk to JS citizens who could be killed or wounded in attacks intended to strike Israeli 
interes ;. 

Extrem ;t groups in Latin America are still a concern, with the FARC--the Revolutionary 
Armed 'orces of Colombia--possessing the greatest capability and the clearest intent to 
threatel US interests in the region. 

Horn of ifrica, the Sahel, the Mahgreb, the Levant, and the Gulf States are all areas where 
"pop up terrorist activity can be expected. 

AFGHANISTA I 

Mr. Chairman, *fghanistan, once the safe haven for Usama bin Ladin, has started on the road to 
recovery after c ?cades of instability and civil war. tiamid Karzai's election to the presidency was a 
major milestone Elections for a new National Assembly and local district councils--tentatively 
scheduled for tt s spring--will complete the process of electing representatives. 

President Karza still faces a low-level insurgency aimed at destabilizing the country, raising the 
cost of reconstrc :tion and ultimately forcing Coaliticm forces to leave, 

The devel pment of the Afghan National Army and a national police force is going well, 
although r ?ither can yet stand on its own. 

Low voter turnou; in some Sunni areas and the post-election resumption of insurgent attacks-- 
most against lraq civilian and security forces--indicate that the insurgency achieved at least some 
of its election-day qoals and remains a serious threat to creating a stable representative 
government in Ira . 
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Self-deter! iination for the lraqi people will largely depend on the ability of lraqi forces to provide 
security. Ir q's most capable security units have become more effective in recent months, 
contributin to several major operations and helping to put an lraqi face on security operations. 
Insurgents are determined to discourage new recruits and undermine the effectiveness of existing 
lraqi secur q forces. 

The ~ c k  of security is hurting Iraq's reconstruction efforts and economic development, 
caus ig overall economic growth to proceed at a much slower pace than many analysts 
expe ted a year ago. 

Alterr atively, the larger uncommitted moderate Sunni population and the Sunni political elite 
may : ?ize the post electoral moment to take part in creating Iraq's new political institutions if 
victor )us Shia and Kurdish parties include Sunnis in the new government and the drafting 
of the :onstitution. 

PROLIFERE FlON 

Mr. Chairmar I will now turn to the worldwide ctlallenge of proliferation. Last year started with 
promise as L )ya had just renounced its WMD programs, North Korea was engaged in 
negotiations ith regional states on its nuclear weapons program, and Iran was showing greater 
signs of open less regarding its nuclear program after concealing activity for nearly a decade. Let 
me start with ibya, a good news story, and one that reflects the patient perseverance with which 
the lntelligenc t Community can tackle a tough intelligence problem. 

LIBYA 

In 2004 Tripoli 'ollowed through with a range of steps to disarm itself of WMD and ballistic 
missiles. 

Libya ga !e up key elements of its nuclear weapons program and opened itself to the IAEA. 

Libya ga e up some key CW assets and opened its former CW program to international 
scrutiny. 

After disc  sing its Scud stockpile and extensive ballistic and cruise missile R&D efforts in 
2003, Lib a took important steps to abide by its commitment to limit its missiles to the 300- 
km range hreshold of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). 

The US continuc ; to work with Libya to clarify some discrepancies in the declaration. 

NORTH KOREA 

On 10 February ; 305, Pyongyang announced it was suspending participation in the six-party talks 
underway since : 103, declared it had nuclear weapons, and affirmed it would seek to increase its 
nuclear arsenal. ' he North had been pushing for a freeze on its plutonium program in exchange 
for significant ber ?fits, rather than committing to the full dismantlement that we and are our 
partners sought. 

In 2003, tht North claimed it had reprocessed the 8,000 fuel rods from the Yongbyong 
reactor, orii nally stored under the Agreed Framework, with IAEA monitoring in 1994. The 
North claim to have made new weapons from its reprocessing effort. 

We believe forth Korea continues to pursue a uranium enrichment capability drawing on 
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M the assistance it received from A.Q. Khan before his network was shutdown. 

North Kor !a continues to develop, produce, deploy, and sell ballistic missiles of increasing range 
and soph. tication, augmenting Pyongyang's large operational force of Scud and No Dong class 
missiles. I orth Korea could resume flight-testing at any time, including of longer-range missiles, 
such as tt ? Taepo Dong-2 system. We assess the TD-2 is capable of reaching the United States 
with a nuc ?ar-weapon-sized payload. 

Non 1 Korea continues to market its ballistic missile technology, trying to find new clients 
now hat some traditional customers, s i~ch as Libya, have halted such trade. 

We believe rdorth Korea has active CW and BW programs and probably has chemical and 
possibly bic ogical weapons ready for use. 

IRAN 

In early Feb uary, the spokesman of Iran's Supreme Council for National Security publicly 
announced iat lran would never scrap its nuclear program. This came in the midst of negotiations 
with EU-3 m bmbers (Britain, Germany and France) seeking objective guarantees from Tehran that 
it will not usc nuclear technology for nuclear weapons. 

Previo 1s comments by Iranian officials, including Iran's Supreme Leader and its Foreign 
Ministt *, indicated that lran would not give up its ability to enrich uranium. Certainly they 
can us it to produce fuel for power reactors. We are more concerned about the dual-use 
nature )f the technology that could also be used to achieve a nuclear weapon. 

In parallel, Ira I continues its pursuit of long-range ballistic missiles, such as an improved version 
of its 1,300 kr range Shahab-3 MRBM, to add to the hundreds of short-range SCUD missiles it 
already has. 

Even since 9/- 1, Tehran continues to support terrorist groups in the region, such as Hizballah, and 
could encoura e increased attacks in Israel and the Palestinian Territories to derail progress 
toward peace. 

lran rep( tedly is supporting some anti-Coalition activities in Iraq and seeking to influence 
the futurl character of the Iraqi state. 

. Consew; 'ives are likely to consolidate their power in Iran's June 2005 presidential 
elections further marginalizing the reform movement last year. 

lran conti, ues to retain in secret important members of Al-Qai'ida-the Management Council- 
-causing 1 lrther uncertainty about Iran's commitment to bring them to justice. 

CHINA 

Beijing's military iodernization and military buildup is tilting the balance of power in the Taiwan 
Strait. Improved ( hinese capabilities threaten US forces in the region. 

In 2004, Ct na increased its ballistic missile forces deployed across from Taiwan and rolled 
out several 1ew submarines. 

China conti ues to develop more robust, survivable nuclear-armed missiles as well as 
convention; capabilities for use in a regional conflict. 
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C 
Taiwan con nues to promote constitutional reform and other attempts to strengthen local identity. 
Beijing judg ,s these moves to be a "timeline for independence". If Beijing decides that Taiwan is 
taking step: toward permanent separation that exceed Beijing's tolerance, we believe China is 
prepared to espond with various levels of force. 

China is inc 2asingly confident and active on the international stage, trying to ensure it has a voice 
on major int rnational issues, secure access to natural resources, and counter what it sees as US 
efforts to co tain or encircle China. 

New leader: lip under President Hu Jintao is facing an array of domestic challenges in 2005, such 
as the poten al for a resurgence in inflation, increased dependence on exports, growing economic 
inequalities, icreased awareness of individual rights, and popular expectations for the new 
leadership. 

RUSSIA 

The attitudes and actions of the so-called "si1ovilti"--the ex-KGB men that Putin has placed in 
positions of 2 ~thority throughout the Russian government--may be critical determinants of the 
course Putin / i l l  pursue in the year ahead. 

Perceif 3d setbacks in Ukraine are likely to lead Putin to redouble his efforts to defend 
Russia interests abroad while balancing cooperation with the West. Russia's most 
immed ite security threat is terrorism, and counterterrorism cooperation undoubtedly will 
continb !. 

Putin p blicly acknowledges a role for outside powers to play in the CIS, for example, but 
we beli ve he is nevertheless concerned about further encroachment by the US and NATO 
into the -egion. 

Moscov worries that separatism inside Russia and radical Islamic movements beyond their 
borders night threaten stability in Southern Russia. Chechen extremists have increasingly 
turned t terrorist operations in response to Moscow's successes in Chechnya, and it is 
reasons )le to predict that they will carry out attacks against civilian or military targets 
elsewhe e in Russia in 2005. 

Budget increa: 3s will help Russia create a profes:;ional military by replacing conscripts with 
volunteer servi emen and focus on maintaining, rr~odernizing and extending the operational life of 
its strategic we (pons systems, including its nuclear missile force. 

Russia r~ mains an important source of weapons technology, materials and components for 
other nai 311s. The vulnerability of Russian VVMD materials and technology to theft or 
diversior is a continuing concern. 

POTENTIAL AI 'EAS FOR INSTABILITY 

Mr. Chairman, i the MIDDLE EAST, the election of Palestinian President Mahmud Abbas, 
nevertheless, r r  irks an important step and Abbas has made it clear that negotiating a peace deal 
with Israel is a I gh priority. There nevertheless are! hurdles ahead. 

Redlines lust be resolved while Palestinian leaders try to rebuild damaged PA 
infrastruc. Ire and governing institutions, especially the security forces, the legislature, and 
the judici~ y. 

Terrorist g ,oups, some of who benefit from funding from outside sources, could step up 
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atta ks to derail peace and progress. 
" 

In AFRICA chronic instability will continue to hamper counterterrorism efforts and pose heavy 
humanitari n and peacekeeping burdens. 

In NI eria, the military is struggling to contain militia groups in the oil-producing south and 
ethn : violence that frequently erupts throughout the country. Extremist groups are 
emel ling from the country's Muslim population of about 65 million. 

In SIJ Ian, the peace deal signed in January will result in de facto southern autonomy and 
may i spire rebels in provinces such as Darfur to press harder for a greater share of 
resol ces and power. Opportunities exist for Islamic extremists to reassert themselves in 
the N rth unless the central government stays unified. 

Unres )Ived disputes in the Horn of Africa--Africans gateway to the Middle East--create 
vulner ibility to foreign terrorist and extremist groups. Ethiopia and Eritrea still have a 
conte: ed border, and armed factions in Somalia indicate they will fight the authority of a 
new tr nsitional government. 

In IATIN AM IRICA, the region is entering a major electoral cycle in 2006, when Brazil, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, t zuador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, and Venezuela hold presidential elections. 
Several key c ~untries in the hemisphere are potential flashpoints in 2005. 

In Venc zuela, Chavez is consolidating his power by using technically legal tactics to target 
his opp ~nents and meddling in the region, supported by Castro. 

In Colo ibia, progress against counternarcotics and terrorism under President Uribe's 
succes: 'ul leadership, may be affected by the election. 

The out ~ o k  is very cloudy for legitimate, tirnely elections in November 2005 in Haiti--even 
with sut ;tantial international support. 

Campai! ning for the 2006 presidential election in Mexico is likely to stall progress on fiscal, 
labor, ar -J energy reforms. 

In Cuba, 2astrons hold on power remains firm, but a bad fall last October has rekindled 
speculat. )n about his declining health and succession scenarios. 

In SOUTHEAS- ASIA, three countries bear close watching. 

In lndone ia, President Yudhoyono has moved swiftly to crackdown on corruption. 
Reinvigor ~ting the economy, burdened by the costs of recovery in tsunami-damaged areas, 
will likely e affected by continuing deep-seated ethnic and political turmoil exploitable by 
terrorists. 
In the Phi opines, Manila is struggling with prolonged Islamic and Communist rebellions. 
The prese Ice of Jemaah lslamiyah (JI) terrorists seeking safe haven and training bases 
adds vola~ iity and capability to terrorist groups already in place. 
Thailand i: plagued with an increasingly volatile Muslim separatist threat in its southeastern 
provinces, 3nd the risk of escalation remains high. 

### 
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